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ABSTRACT
The emergence and rapid development in complexity
and popularity of Android mobile phones has created
proportionate destructive effects from the world of
cyber-attack. Android based device platform is
experiencing great threats from different attack
angles such as DoS, Botnets, phishing, social
engineering, malware and others. Among these
threats, malware attacks on android phones has
become a daily occurrence. This is due to the fact
that Android has millions of user, high computational
abilities, popularity, and other essential attributes.
These factors influence cybercriminals (especially
malware writers) to focus on Android for financial
gain, political interest, and revenge. This calls for
effective techniques that could detect these malicious
applications on android devices. The aim of this
paper is to provide a systematic review of the
malware detection techniques used for android
devices. The results show that most detection
techniques are not very effective to detect zero-day
malware and other variants that deploy obfuscation to
evade detection. The critical appraisal of the study
identified some of the limitations in the detection
techniques that need improvement for better
detection.

KEYWORDS
Malware, detection techniques, Android mobile
device, detection rate, static detection, hybrid
detection, dynamic detection, cyber security.

1. INTRODUCTION
Android has become the most popular operating
system in the world of mobile telephony with
largest users in different parts of the world. Vast
amount of financial applications such as mobile
banking and online banking run on this most
popular mobile OS. Other sensitive information
like health records, passwords and usernames are
stored on android phones.

The technological progression in Android has
created proportionate attraction by malware
writers who are advancing daily to gain financial
roots by creating malware applications which
can directly break into android mobile device
security and snip victims’ personal data or
request for ransom usually inform of bitcoin
after a successful attack is implemented.
Malware attack on android has generated critical
issues in mobile and security industry at large.
According to Symantec report [41], apart from
the openness which existed in Android platform,
the mobile OS is also discovered to being
ubiquitous. These factors increased the
occurrence of mobile malware especially on
Android planform. This research provides a
systematic review by formulating and answering
research questions using a methodology
provided in section 3. This helps to identify
relevant works that are carried out on android
malware detection techniques with their
strengths and limitations.
1.2 Malware
Different definitions of malware are given by
different scholars and researchers depending on
the attack vector deployed or the harm caused.
Though these definitions may be different, but
all converged to same meaning as malicious
applications with evil intent.
The research of [1-3] defined malware as
simply as malicious codes. This definition
considers malware as any piece of program
segment which is developed with harmful
intents. This definition does not encompass
many attack and harm trajectory followed by
malware. Looking at information harvest and
data leakage, the study of [4-6] defined malware
as any computer program that leaks users’
private data without their consent. The research
cogitate malware as programs that do not
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necessary cause harm to a device but gathers
information about the activities of such a device
and thereafter create disclosure of them to third
parties for future attack (s). In the literature
survey on SOA project [7] looked at malware as
any
suspicious
program
that
affects
organizational database. Kaspersky [8] looks at
malware as a developed computer program
which contaminates and exacts damage on users’
computers. As wonderful as the above
definitions might be, their coverage is limited
when looking at the broad spectrum of malware
attacks and effects. This research therefore
defines malware as any computer code written
with evil motives to get unauthorized access into
IT infrastructures and digital devices by breaking
their security defense parameters and exploiting
their vulnerabilities leading to information
harvest, data loss, information leakage, file
infections, buffer overflow, interruption of
computational operations and leading to
subsequent physical or operational damage or
both.
1.3 Malware Attacks on Android Phones
Malicious programs that are basically designed
to attack android Dalvik virtual machine (DVM)
and java core libraries respectively can be
described as Android malware. Majority of
Android users download free applications
without critically considering whether such
applications are genuinely provided by Google
or not. Many do not turn on their Android device
application permission monitor [9, 47] to help
confirm Apps checked and guaranteed by
Google bouncer [10] before installation even
when such application over request permission
to different resources of the device. The study of
[11, 42-43] asserted that application download
from unknown sources constitutes one of the
major attack vectors through which mobile
devices get infected with malware. Besides,
vigilance when given permission privileges [4446] to applications with is a good security
practice. Some Android malicious applications
exploit vulnerability in the system when such
permissions are granted at installation stage after
the application download.
Evasion and obfuscation techniques [48-49]
deploy by malware to elude detection has made
Google play store insecure despite the
tremendous effort of Google and the associated

companies to review Android applications to
avoid malware distribution. Android malware
keep emerging daily. On August 7th, 2018, a
security network called Palo Alto [12] again
identified about 145 malicious applications on
the Google play store which appear to be
genuine but are not. There are a lot of detection
techniques used by many researchers and
security companies to detect and prevent this
threat (malware) but none of these seem to be
perfect.
For knowledge contribution, this study will
provide general knowledge on mobile malware
and some of the attack tactics malware deploy to
execute their payloads and exploit Android
vulnerabilities. This knowledge will help to
develop further security parameters and tools
that will improve Android mobile security.
Evaluation of the detection techniques will give
an idea on which is more efficacious in detecting
malwares on android platforms and which needs
to be improved for better detection of
sophisticated malware variants. The study
provides some of the challenges that digital
forensics and cyber security investigators may
encounter when working on Android malware.
The remaining part of this paper is
organized into the following sections: Section 2
provides the related work. The methodological
approach to the research is provided in section 3.
Section 4, 5, 6 and 7 are for detection technique,
discussion, evaluation and conclusions.
2. RELATED WORK
Research in Mobile security has become a thing
of concern. A range of research in mobile
technologies from design, vulnerability, threats
and detection techniques is ongoing. Many
security industries are spending billions of funds
in this field. This paper examined some of them
as building blocks. The study of [14] x-rayed
dynamic detection and analysis approach on how
malware can be detected on Gingerbread
Android
version.
DroidScope
detected
DroidKungFu and DroidDream android malware
where the major malware investigated in this
research. Detection features obtained by the
research indicated that while DroidDream
encrypted IMSI and IMEI numbers into XML
String, DroidKungFu carried cage exploit to gain
unpermitted access to the mobile device security.
The outcome of the study demonstrated
178
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efficiency of the technique used was resistant to
malware code obfuscation. The observed
limitation was that the research did not consider
analyzing mobile RAM for forensics artefact
after executing the malware. In addition,
fundamental features such as core logic, exploit
binaries and native libraries were failed to be
analyzed by the technique approach.
The research of [15,] made comparative
analysis of static, dynamic and machine learning
detection techniques used for malware detection
on android applications. Market Centralization in
mobile platform applications has made malware
detection a very tedious task for most detection
techniques even for machine learning and AI
techniques. For instance, Google play central
market for Android Google bouncer [50] to
verify the legality of many apps. This security
monitoring is insufficient because of millions of
android developers associated with Google
who’s their Apps are not properly scrutinized
before been permitted on the play store. This is
similar to phone store and App store for
Windows and Apple respectively. This made the
security of mobile devices especially Android
based not to be 100% absolute. The detection
approached considered was based mainly on
misuse and anomaly with application, untrusted
data and system state as main objectives of
analysis. None of the techniques provided 100%
detection rate for mobile malware, based on the
result obtained.
Anusha [16] dynamically compared
malicious and mobile application behavior using
mobile API for malware detection. The
developed detection system (WMMD) detected
obfuscated mobile malware which anti-virus
software failed to detect. The detection approach
used Finite State Automata (FSA) for malware
code sampling and pattern checking. Using
analysis by run-time, the model detected viruses
both before and after packing. All the six (6)
anti-virus software used, none was able to detect
those mobile viruses after packing with UPX. It
is then perceived that most anti-virus programs
are not reactive to malware detection because
they are signature based. This result was similar
to [17] which is based on behavioural analysis
for detecting malware on Android applications.
The study mined 216 and 278 for normal and
malicious Android applications separately. A
variety of trained mathematical algorithms were

applied on both the benign and malicious data
set. Using correlational analysis, the research
realized 97.16% detection accurateness.
Looking at advance malware artefacts in the
mobile memory, [18] performed analysis of
malware detection in mobile memory using
memory forensics methodology. The research
detected with 90% accuracy a self-replicating
Trojan with 20% unclassified samples. The
research observed that significant malware
information can be mined from memory dump
analysis of android mobile devices. Hidden
codes waiting to explode at favorable conditions
are easily exposed. The research how ever could
not provide any investigation on searching
malware attributes which are significant for
forensic and security analysis. There has been
elaborate work on detection techniques but there
has not been a research that identifies and listed
the limitations and strengths that existed in those
techniques. By identifying both the limitations
and the strength will help improve the efficiency
of those techniques and enhance better detection
of malware on Android devices.
3.

METHODOLOGY

An organized appraisal with reference to the
comprehensive malware detection framework
outlined by [13] will be applied in this paper.
The analysis targets to investigate recent studies
on android malware detection techniques. The
subsequent
methodological
subheadings
expound on the research questions, criteria for
paper selection, source of data and research
keywords,
summary
of
the
research
interpretation were presented in Table 1.
3.1 Research Questions (RQs)
Based on the review in section two in order to
identify potential research gaps, the following
research questions were formulated: What are
the techniques used for detecting malware
attacks on android devices? What are the key
limitations when that exist when using those
techniques? Are there some areas of strengths
that are found in those techniques?
3.2 Criteria for Papers Selection
In selecting papers for this study, some standards
were set. Only papers that matched and met
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these criteria were selected. The selection criteria
are as follows:
 The paper must be written in English
Language.
 The paper must be published within three
years (2016 to 2018) apart from
frameworks
 It must discuss android malware and
detection techniques using “OR” or
“AND” operators. The operators here
mean a paper can discuss one or both
phrases.
 The selected paper must reflect the
research experimental evidence on
android malware detection in its content
and results.
3.3 Justification for the Selection Criteria
English was selected as the language for the
study to allow wide coverage for readers. Papers
written in native languages are limited to a
particular tribe of people with little impact. The
choice to go for three years publications is to
produce a research with current trend in malware
and their detection techniques paradigms.
Frameworks could be from any year since they
form bedrocks for any study.
The operators “OR” and “AND” means that
the selected paper must discuss either android
malware, mobile malware detection techniques
or both. Finally, the paper must show the
experimental results with the approach used for
such detection technique.
3.4 Source of Data
To get reliable data source, reputable academic
research databases encompassing computational
disciplines with high publication reputation.
Such databases included but not limited to IEEE,
Springer, ACM, Wiley and Inderscience.
Conference papers and journals from those
sources formed the primary source of data for
the study. Papers from untrusted sources such as
Wikipedia were not considered since they are
rated unreliable.
However, data could be sourced from
dependable blog such as SAN blog because of its
reputation. As stated in the paper selection
criteria above, basic search operators which
includes ‘OR’ and ‘AND’s will be enforced so
as to get request data within the defined research

objectives. The main data which we intend to
mine are the technical challenges, limitations,
strengths of detection techniques used for
android malware. Experimental results and the
approach deployed by each research will not also
be discarded.
4. ANDROID MALWARE DETECTION
TECHNIQUES
For the purpose of this survey, the following
malware detection techniques will be examined:
4.1 Dynamic Detection Techniques
Android based applications correlates with the
device OS via system calls which makes it
possible to monitor what transpire between them.
Dynamic detection technique monitors android
malware in a controlled environment at runtime
by taking cognizance of the malware pointers
which detection signatures can be modelled
using them. It inspects malware interaction with
mobile resources and services such as location,
network, package, OS activities. For safety of
the experimental equipment (physical device), it
is recommended that the code execution be
carried out in a cybernetic environment.
The study of [19] applied this detection
technique on 4034 and 10024 malware and
benign
dataset
respectively.
Using
ServiceMonitor approach, the random forest
classification algorithm detected with 96%
accuracy of malwares on those applications.
Using k-fold validation and Markov chain, the
classifier module was coached to extract the
sample features. Information retrieved such as
phone IMEI by malware was detected to be 67%
accurate. Among the detected malware, 17% of
the applications were observed to have attached
their payload on the device for premium service
rating. The mobile utilities such as CPU and
Memory were observed to be infected with an
overhead device performance of o.8% and 2%
respectively.
Some malware remain dormant on the device
after download and installation until an action is
triggered. While some do so, others execute their
payload at download, installation and runtime.
This was demonstrated in [28]. Access
authorisation habitually permitted by Android
users during application download and
installation creates a large space in the device
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attack vector even though default permissions
are always encountered during download and
installation sessions. Malicious code attaches
with the benign applications during those
exercise. Critical monitoring at these stages is
required for better security of mobile platforms.
4.2 Static Detection Techniques
Static detection technique for malware detection
does not execute or run the malware code but
solely depends on the malware abstraction
features. For malware detection using this
technique, the dependable features for detection
come from the application byte code or its
manifest file; unlike dynamic method which
focuses on the system calls and application
program padding. Android applications are in
APK format or archive. This is usually in a zip
package. All the Android files, folders and other
resources are included. For meaning detection,
reverse engineering is mostly applied to the apk
files for features mining. When looking for
relevant features’ extraction, the manifest file
“AndroidManifest.xml” is first to be considered.
This manifest file contains permission vector
features for access to installation, locations,
battery optimization, phone state permissions.
This study is similar to [38].
Ankita [20] used 103 and 97 malware and
benign applications dataset respectively and
detected malware on Nexus 5 with API level 19
detected high unauthorized permission attacks by
malware. Reverse engineering was used as the
experimental approach while applying Naïve
Bayes, simple logic, RF 100, RF 10, J.48,
Sequential minimal optimization and IBK
algorithms. The xml parser extracted the
permission request which generated binary
features of the malware which was stored in
Attribute Relation File Format (ARFF). Result
provided 96.6% detection rate when random
forest algorithm was used with 0.069% marginal
different with the worst detection algorithm.
Malicious applications appearance cannot be
easily seen until the code running the application
is thoroughly inspected using trained systems.
To analyse the raw data which is been processed
as a Dalvik byte-code [26], concatenation of the
opcode by disassembling the apk files constitutes
a good practice. De-compilation of this file
provides convolutional direction for extracting
and analysing further Android applications files

such as xml and other resource files. This
approach is similar when using n-gram
procedure in detecting malware. To ascertain and
validate experimental result obtained in terms of
detection accuracy, [27] used four different
detection algorithms to detect android malware
with large dataset of 5,560 malware sample.
Bytecode dichotomize CFGs from the object
node at initialization. Different detection
obtained by the trained algorithms characterised
the power of DSA when applied at the input and
extraction layer of the model. Random forest
algorithm obtained a detection accuracy of 97%
higher than the rest.
4.3 Hybrid Detection Techniques
This technique combines both the features of
dynamic and static techniques to provide a more
robust detection result when analysing malware.
Hybrid detection approach to malware detection
involves basically training and detection phases
which could be done by dynamic and static
techniques respectively. This seems to give a
better detection rate than dynamic and static
techniques since the strengths in both methods
are synergised. Using deep learning aspect of the
artificial intelligence, [21] developed and trained
a DroidDetector [51] model with some
algorithms for android malware detection. The
hybrid technique collected a total of 192 android
malware and benign samples for training. The
model yielded detection result accuracy of
96.60% with 0.0021% disparity amongst the
algorithms used.
In some complicated cases were the malware
sample is unknow, training and detection may
not be done simultaneous to avoid features
meddling. Hidden Markov Models proves to
have high performance features when it comes to
bisectional improvement in malware detection.
Hybrid technique helps to make a comparative
analysis of static and dynamic detection rate
accuracy. Through semantic approach of this
technique, [22] opcode and API call malware
sample sequence were extracted using Hidden
Markov Models. Recall, precision and specificity
determined the threshold of the ROC curve. To
define and establish the maliciousness and
benignity of an application, Android Buster
Sandbox was used as an analyser. Android
malware detection by applying API call
sequence could not however overcome the
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problem of malware obfuscation. In additional,
the observational sequence of the malware
features does not produce a relational
correspondence to the HMMs distinct states, this
approach cannot generate the initial malware
distribution state in the call graph and sequence
respectively. Similar to this was the research of
[23] which using API call graphs extracted
malware smali files. Out of the 1,216 suspicious
Android applications, a total of 1022 extraction
was made. The resultant detection accuracy was
found to be 96.12%. Though evasion attacks in
Android malware was overcome by this
approach, android poisoning attack could not be
addressed using Machine learning. Focusing at
API block calls, the study of [24] designed a
detective tool (Droiddelver) with Deep Belief
Network algorithm mined asemantic traces of
both known and unknown malware. Boltzmann
generated a restricted bipartite graph at the
model input layer during malware probabilistic
distribution. The malware print tack most at
times in such a scenario provides indices of the
smali program the malware might be intending
to carve on the Android mobile kernel. The
unzipping and decompiling of Android
applications before extraction the API call layer
requires a smali code to stand between the
Dalvik VM and the App interface.
Some Android malware are basically
designed to harvest information related to system
calls, filesystems, mobile location and images
captured by the device camera. Malicious app
with this target makes the user of the device
physically and informationally vulnerable. He
can be easily tracked down and attacked or his
system files could be exploited for financial gain
or otherwise. This was demonstrated in the study
of [25] with a relatively small Android malware
dataset.
4.4 Permission-Based Detection Techniques
This technique involves detail analysis of the all
the network traffic packets coming from the http
server. The analysis of such packets indicates the
nature of data which an application or device is
sending to or receiving from an isolated server.
some categories of mobile malware do not
execute a visible and noticeable harm to the host
device but only leak PII information such as list
of apps, address, photos, IMEI and IMSI,
location and mac address to malicious URL

especially
when
insecure
channel
of
communication is used. When this traffics are
captured by software like Wireshark and are
analysed, information leaked might be obtained.
It is observed that when a proper approach is
deployed, sniffed data by such malware could be
detected. When analysing malware with this
method, features such as communication
protocol and apk files [29] should be the target.
In addition, a check can be performed to see if
PII data is involved in the captured traffic.
However, some Android malware do not
generate network traffic to http url. This then
becomes very difficult to detect malware
conducting premium rate to contact numbers.
This research is similar to [30], [31] and [32]
respectively.
4.5 Emulation Based Detection
This technique requires providing a simulated
ecosystem by an emulator for running of
malware samples to separate them from the
actual physical resources of the device.
Simulation can be done on the Android OS or
hardware. However, detection becomes much
more tough when the execution of malware is
done in the mobile real OS. This technique
requires building of sandboxes and configuring
virtual machines in a systematic and secure
manner to avoid infecting other devices on the
network. This technique is effective especially
when the Dalvik file (.dex) [33] are properly
monitored.
Malicious applications can be detected in the
sandbox system by obtaining the dex file and
converting into a form that can be understood by
humans. Zero-day malware [34] and malware
that escalate privileges [35] are effectively
captured with this technique. However, some
malware become aware of the virtual nature of
the environment and tend to evade detection.
5. DISCUSSION
From the comparative analysis of this study,
basic observations where made regarding the
detection techniques. Use of small malware
dataset was the one of the basic limitations
observed in the investigated techniques. This
hinders true evaluation of the detection
efficiency since the sample size could not cut
across different edges of malware families. With
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such sample size, the technique might have
seemed to perform proficiently but when
implemented on a larger dataset, the opposite of
the result is the case. This could produce
lopsided ratio with little optimization.
Another pragmatic observation was the
execution of malware in the sandbox without
disabling the Android supervisory calls. This is
clear that some malware would likely evade
detection by detecting the presence of a sandbox
environment by comparing different pieces of
information from the system with strings such as
“VMware” or “QEMU.” Malware families or
samples with the ability to test sys_vendor files
will be able to detect the sandbox analysis
environment especially when the analysis is
performed with root privileges. According to the
research of [39, 40], some of the malware can
detect chroot by matching /proc/1/mountinfo
with the PID of the malicious application
information. This can be seen in the case when a
known Linux malware known as Handofthief
tried to evade IBM virtual machinery.
When a virtual environment is perceived,
dangerous malware can delay their execution
while in the environment and wait at the suitable
time to resurface, thus escaping detection. It
therefore means that some of the detection
techniques whose detection rate amounted to
over 90% without disabling the Android
supervisory call during malware analysis in the
sandbox might be questionable.
Variation in detection rate by same algorithm
in different detection scenarios is worrisome. For
instance, in the study of [27], Naïve algorithm
was implemented for detection using CFG
approach. The detection rate was found to be
87.0%. In the same manner, 67.64% detection
accuracy was witnessed in [28] when CFG was
used. It is significant investigating into this wide
variation.
6. EVALUATION
Analysis of android malware detection
techniques is significant to building an efficient
detection tool by applying both the strengths and
limitations identified in all the studied
approaches. The static detection methodology
mined android metadata and other artefacts from
Android malicious applications. Malicious

interaction with the dex files at the Dalvik layer
provides a dynamic approach to detection. A
combination of static and dynamic techniques
constitutes a hybrid method which provides a
better detection accuracy. Other techniques
studied are content and emulation-based
detection. Worthy to note in this study is fact
that both dynamic and static techniques can be
approached in different ways by applying
diverse set of trained algorithms (see Appendix).
Dynamic technique can overcome strings of
detection issues such as malware fitting and
oligomorphism. The observed limitation is its
susceptibility
to
transformation
attacks,
vulnerability to mimicry attacks and its inability
to run on unrooted android devices.
When opcode sequence approached
overcomes the need for hand-engineering. This
could not however address the problem of
malware encryption. Malware Obfuscation to
escape detection is tranquil when this approach
is used. Some elements of human interference
could lead to unreliable outcome by using CFG.
CFG is Susceptible to malware loading and
replication, though highly scalable. Contentbased approach provides speedy execution of
large malware dataset. This approach achieves
virtually no tangible detection result when apk
file is not generating network traffic to http, TCP
and UDP servers. As observed by [36, 37], there
are a number of challenges confronting android
mobile forensic including malware detection.
The detection challenges range from known
to unknown, simple to sophistication.
Transformation of the designed behavioural
model could lead to malware obfuscation when
the trained algorithm(s) and mutation approach
are known by hackers or malware writers.
Mutation and obfuscation make detection very
difficult. Malware sandboxing is observed to be
a delicate exercise. Little mistake to put the
physical device at risk. From this research, it is
clear that no detection technique developed and
used by industries and individuals is 100%
efficient in malware detection. As a result,
occurrence of android malware has become a
daily attack threat to the users. The comparative
analysis of each detection technique studied in
this research is summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
A Comparative Analysis of the Studied papers
S/No

19

Research

Detection
technique

Detection
Approach

Algorithms

Detection
accuracy

Strength

limitations

(Salehi and
Morteza,
2017)

Dynamic

ServiceMonitor

Random forest,
Markov chain

86%

Overcame fitting
problem

(Kapratar
et al.,
2017)

Static

Reverse
engineering

Naïve Bayes,
simple logic

96.6%

Overcomes issues
of Bytecode
Encryption

Susceptible to
transformation
and mimicry
attacks
Fail to execute
using Monkey
Runner

(Yuan et
al, 2016)

Hybrid

AI, Deep
learning
DroidDetector

94.60%

High-level
learning
representation

Lopsided ratio,
Little
optimization

(Damodara
n et al,
2017)

Hybrid

N/A

(Hou et al.,
2016)

Hybrid

Neural Network

92.66 %

Known and
unknown malware
samples were
detection
Malware image
recognition

Problem of
imbalance and
obfuscation

24

Hidden
Markov
Models
(HMMs)
Deep learning
framework

Multi-layer
perceptron, Naïve
Bayes and Logistic
regression
N/A

(Leeds et
al., 2016)

Hybrid

Permissions
data flow

Machine learning
algorithm

80%

N/A

25

(McLaughl
in et al,
2017)

Static

Opcode
sequence

Convolutional
neural network
(CNN)

87%

The need for
hand-engineered
was removed

(Meng et
al, 2016)

static

CFG and
Bigram using
DSA

87.0%

(Mahindu
and
Paramvir,
2017)

Dynamic

Machine
learning and
CFG

Random Forest,
Naïve Bayes,
AdaBoost, Linear
SVM
Naive Bayes,
Decision Tree
(J48), RF, Simple
Logistic, and k-star

Efficiency and
scalability can be
achieved with this
approach
Overcame
malware
oligomorphism

(Malik and
Rishabh,
2016)

Content
based

CREDROID
and Web of
Trust

N/A

29

33

(Costa and
Hamidre,2
017)

Emulation
Based

Machine
learning

Random forest
Decision tree
Nearest neighbours
AdaBoost

(Zhu et al.,
2017)

Static

Support vector
machine

Random forest

20

21

22

26

27

28

38

Simple
Logistic
84.08%,
Baiyes
67.64%
63%

Random
forest
98.7%,
Nearest
neighbour
96.1%
AdaBoost
99%
89.9%

Fast execution

Detects Zeroday,privilege
escalation
malware

Very fast and cost
effective

Malware depth
features were
not extracted,
assembly
language is
required
Sample was
not streamedlined
This could not
address the
problem of
malware
encryption
Susceptible to
malware
loading and
replication
Some samples
evaded
detection

Fails when
APK is not
generating
network traffic.
Cannot
determine how
malware
processes the
data affected,
detected virtual
environment
Bias and
variance in
features
detection
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7. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a comparative examination of
different Android mobile malware detection
techniques was presented. The study was able to
identify each of the limitations and strengths in
each of the studies detection techniques through
critical evaluation procedure. The results
obtained from this study reinforce the assertion
that detection approaches designed for Android
malware do not produce 100% efficient
detection accuracy. This segment of the research
presents a critical evaluation of the reviewed
papers. The rationale behind making this
comparative analysis is to give a well-defined
understanding on the strengths and weaknesses
that were identified during the study in the
selected detection techniques. A comparative
survey on detection techniques focusing
primarily on identifying Android malware
detection techniques with their respective
detection approaches, detection accuracy, and
their corresponding strengths and limitations has
not been explored before. For further research,
we intend to carry out a study how to provide a
security perimeter defence around Google
bouncer for efficient Android applications

review from third parties before uploading to the
play store.
8. FUTURE WORK
There are many prospects and opportunities to
further the work presented in this research as
some of the future gaps have been identified.
First, hybrid and dynamic detection
frameworks can be improved with better
detection simulation using AI techniques and
deep learning tools rather than just applying
machine learning algorithms. As identified in
section 6 (see Table 1), improvement on hybrid
detection solutions can help increase efficiency
in code coverage and sample streamline.
Furthermore, the integration of hybrid
detection emulators and physical Android
phones will help solve the problem of VM-ware
detection and evasion by sophisticated malware
such as polymorphic malware that can detect
virtual environment. This future gap when closed
will improve the accuracy of this solution.
Finally, further research should be carried
out on investigating and evaluating detection
parameters optimization when comparing
Android detection techniques.
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Abstract—Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) is a gradual
disorder of kidney tasks over time. CKD early detection could
reduce the impacts and harms by offering the necessary
treatment. Nowadays, data mining can assist doctors to diagnose
and predict diseases. In this paper, we shown that data mining
techniques is a successful tool for diagnosing CKD using well
know classification techniques such as naïve bays, and positively
enhanced the diagnostic process. Since digital medical records
could have redundant and unnecessary features, the paper also
utilized features selection techniques to identify the most useful
features that improves the diagnosis. The experiments showed
that data mining techniques are capable of predicting and
diagnosing CKD. In addition, features selection techniques such
as CorrelationAttributeEval and CfsSubsetEval can assist to
achieve better prediction accuracy. The experiments also showed
that naïve bays classification technique performed better in
collaboration with features selection techniques.
Keywords—Computer Aided Diagnosis; Chronic Kidney
Disease;
Classification
Techniques;
Features
Selection
Techniques.

INTRODUCTION
Human kidneys are considered to be the blood
filters. Kidneys, filter the blood from poison and
detoxicate its contents. When the kidney starts
functioning improperly, unuseful substances will
drain to the urine poisoning the blood, which results
in malfunctioning of human health. Consequently,
kidney may stop functioning leading for Chronic
Kidney Disease (CDK), causing kidney failure and
accumulationunwanted substances in blood[1].
I.

Rapid improvements in information technology,
disk and cloud storage capability and healthcare
information systems evolution, produce the
Electronic Health Record (EHR) or Electronic
Medical Record (EMR). EHR is an electronic form
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of a patient’s medical history that is equivalent to
the traditional hard copy of patient’s medical record.
The existence of EHR provides more options for
data processing using the revolution of data mining
techniques.
Data mining is rapidly growing field in
information technology. It is used in many domains
such as; financial forecasting, weather forecasting,
insurance and health care.etc. The main objective of
data mining in healthcare sector is to extract
knowledge from high volume of data. Patient
medical data and computational techniques can be
used to answer clinical questions, modelling disease
spread and real time identification of emergencies,
discover disease patterns and record disease
outbreaks over the world, enhance the quality of
care and services for patients and provide swift
prediction and diagnosis of some diseases.
The rest of our paper includes a section for Data
mining techniques or classifications (Section 2).
Another section (section 3) which relates our work
to others. In addition, section 4 details our
methodology, and lastly the discussion and
conclusion in section 5.
II.

DATA MINING CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES

Support Vector Machine SVM
Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a classifier
which mainly separate the hyperplane. In supervised

A.
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learning, SVM produces an optimal strait line that
separate between categorizes as shown in figure 1.In
fact, SVM algorithm finds a line with maximum
margins between categorizes, hence, the optimal
separating hyperplane maximizes the margin of the
training data [2]. SMO (Sequential Minimal
Optimization) algorithm is the SVM implementation
in WEKA, it isimplemented by Platt (Platt 1998)
and it is one of the most efficient solutions for the
SVM algorithm. It is based on solving a series of
small quadratic problems, where in each iteration
only two variables are selected in the working set to
avoid a time consuming [3].

where

is the probability of instance d being

in class ,
is the probability of having
instance d given class , ( ) is the probability of
occurrence of class and ( ) is the probability of
instance d occurring.
Artificial Neural Networks ANN
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) are inspired by
human biological nerve system. Artificial Neural
Network is a collection of many artificial neurons
that are connected. The main purpose of ANN is to
map the inputs into meaningful outputs. Figure 2
shows the architecture of feedforward ANN.

C.

Each input from the input layer is to feed each
node in the hidden layer, and the hidden layer feed
the next layer until reaching the output layer. ANN,
in most cases, consist of multiple hidden layers to
pass through before ultimately reaching the output
layer. The ANN in Figure 2 is called feed forward
ANN because the signals are passed through the
layers of the neural network in a single forward
direction. However, ANN can be feedback networks
where the architecture allows signals to travel in
both directions [5].

Figure 1: Line separation between labels by Support Vector Machine.

Naïve Bayes NB
In data mining, Naïve Bayes classifier is a
probabilistic
classifier
based
on
Bayes
theorem.Naïve Bayes classifier assume the
independency
between problem features, it
implements the idea that the existence of a certain
feature of an object does not depend to the existence
of any other features.In addition, Naïve Bayes
classifier process all features independently where
no feature depends on others features values [4].

B.

=

( )
( )

Figure 2 Feedforward Artificial Neural Network.

(1)
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k Nearest Neighbors kNN
k Nearest Neighbors (kNN) classification is
regarded as one of the top data mining classification
tools. Simplicity and efficiency are the main reason
of kNN popularity. The main idea of kNN
methodology is to predict the class label of
testedinstances using the distance between the tested
instance and the training neighbors instances. kNN
decides the class label for the tested instance by
identifying the most frequent class label among the
training data (the lesser distance between tested
instance and training instances). The distance is
determined by the distance metric such as Euclidean
distance (equation 2), Manhattan distance (equation
3) or Minkowski distance (equation 4)[6].
D.

( , )=

∑

(

−

)

(2)

( , )=

∑

|

−

|

(3)

( , )=

∑

|

−

|

(4)

RELATED WORK
Data mining techniques proved the capibility of
predicting diseases such as breast cancer and heart
disease. Many researchers in data mining fields are
working continousaly to improve classification
process and produce better results in regards to
accuracy, noise tolierance, missing values handling
and execution time. Features selection techniques
engaged successfully in disease prediction by
reducing the number of features that map inputs to
output. Jena and Kam [7] utilized data mining
techniques to predict chronic kidney disease using
Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron, SVM, J48,
Conjunctive Rule and Decision Table. The study
concluded that Multilayer Perceptron was the
superior classifier in regards to classification
accuracy. Another study [8] aimed to predict early
detection of chronic kidney disease using data
mining techniques.They found that classification
algorithms Naïve Bayes and Decision tree produced
the highest accuracy (91%) using Decision tree. A
III.
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research group [9] used data mining techniques to
specify the most important factors to diagnose
chronic kidney diseaseusing Iranian patients
suffered chronic kidney disease CKD. They used
data mining tools to discover the hidden rules and
relationships between features the dataset, also, they
utilized neural network to predict the status of
patients with CKD. A recent experiments [10] were
conducted to predict CKD. The dataset obtained
from UCI Machine Learning repository, then, the
dataset applied to six data mining algorithms,
namely: Random Forest (RF) classifiers, Sequential
Minimal Optimization (SMO), NaiveBayes, Radial
Basis Function (RBF), Multilayer Perceptron
Classifier (MLPC), and SimpleLogistic (SLG).
Classifers training and testing obtained using tenfold cross validation. The results showed that the RF
classifier outperforms other classifiers in regards to
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. Additional
study [11]employed data mining algorithms on
medical dataset to extract decision making rules that
can be used to diagnose CKD. The study used C4.5
decision tree algorithm to obtain a set of diagnosis
rules for CKD. The C4.5 algorithm using 3-fold
cross validation obtained high prediction accuracy.
Celik, Atalay and Kondiloglu [12] examined CKD
dataset using some data mining techniques such as
Support Vector Machine and Decision Tree
algorithm. In the classification stage, the experiment
showed that Decision Tree has been more successful
than the Support Vector Machine. In addition, the
study showed that Decision Tree obtained better
results than the Support Vector Machine for the
early diagnosis of CKD.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
Chronic Kidney Disease dataset is a publicly
available dataset, published on UCI Machine
Learning Repository. Table I describes attributes,
description and type of each attributes. The dataset
is a real data, consist of 400 instances, 25 features,
and donated for research purposes in 2015.
IV.
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TABLE I
No

CHRONIC KIDNEY DISEASE DATASET DESCRIPTION
Attribute

Description

Type

1

AGE

Age

numerical

2

BP

blood pressure

numerical

3

SG

specific gravity

nominal

4

AL

albumin

nominal

5

SU

sugar

nominal

6

RBC

red blood cells

nominal

7

PC

pus cell

nominal

8

PCC

pus cell clumps

nominal

9

BA

bacteria

nominal

10

BGR

blood glucose

11

BU

blood urea

numerical

12

SC

serum creatinine

numerical

13

SOD

sodium

numerical

14

POT

potassium

numerical

15

HEMO

haemoglobin

numerical

16

PCV

packed cell volume

numerical

17

WC

numerical

18

RC

white blood cell
count
red blood cell count

numerical

19

HTN

hypertension

nominal

20

DM

diabetes mellitus

nominal

21

CAD

nominal

22

APPET

coronary artery
disease
appetite

23

PE

pedal edema

nominal

24

ANE

anaemia

nominal

25

CLASS

class

nominal

purpose of features selection is to obtain a set of
features that best predict the class label. Then, we
compared the classification results on the original
dataset with classification results on the newly
constructed dataset in regards to classifier accuracy,
precision, recall and f-measure. The experiments
performed using data mining software WEKA,
which provides the environment for experimenting
data mining techniques.
TABLE II CLASSIFIERS RESULTS ON ORIGINAL CKD DATASET
NB

numerical

SVM

kNN

ANN

Accuracy

0.950

0.978

0.918

0.998

Precision

0.956

0.979

0.919

0.998

Recall
F-Measure

0.950

0.978

0.918

0.998

0.951

0.978

0.918

0.998

Table II shows classification results of applying
CKD dataset on data mining techniques. Artificial
Neural Networks produced the best results in
regards to accuracy, precision, recall and f-measure
with classification accuracy of 0.998. On the other
hand, NB, SVM and kNN performed well with
classification accuracy of 0.950, 0.978 and 0.918
respectively.

nominal

The proposed approach is a hybrid method that
combines features selection techniques with data
mining classifiers to diagnose diseases such as
Chronic Kidney Disease (CDK). Figure 3 describes
the proposed research model. We applied the
original CKD dataset on a well know classifications
techniques, Naïve Bayes, Neural Networks, Support
Vector Machine and k Nearest Neighbors. The
results of classification have been recorded as a
benchmark for later comparison. Then, we applied
features selection techniques on the original CKD
dataset
using
a
popular
technique
(CorrelationAttributeEval and CfsSubsetEval). The
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Figure 3 Proposed Research Model
TABLE III CLASSIFIERS RESULTS USING CAEVA AND CLASSIFIERS ON CKD
DATASET

CAEvaNB

CAEvaSVM

CAEvakNN

Accuracy

0.953

0.978

0.918

0.998

Precision

0.958

0.979

0.922

0.998

Recall
F-Measure

CAEvaANN

0.953

0.978

0.918

0.998

0.953

0.978

0.918

0.998

Table III shows the classification results of
hybrid system using CorrelationAttributeEval
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features selection technique and data mining
classifiers. Features selection technique contributed
successfully in classification accuracy, precision,
recall and f-measure using naïve bays classifier.
However, CorrelationAttributeEval did not affect
classification results for the rest of classifiers.
TABLE IV CLASSIFIERS RESULTS USING CSEVAL AND CLASSIFIERS ON CKD
DATASET

CSEval
SVM
0.983

CSEvalkNN

Accuracy

CSEval
NB
0.955

0.948

CSEval
ANN
0.998

Precision

0.960

0.983

0.952

0.998

Recall

0.955

0.983

0.948

0.998

F-Measure

0.955

0.983

0.948

0.998

Table IV shows the classification results of
hybrid system using CfsSubsetEval featuers
selection technique and data mining classifiers. It
shows that CfsSubsetEval features selection
technique combined with classifers have improved
classification accuracy, precision, recall and fmeasure using naïve bays classifier, SVM and kNN.
However, CorrelationAttributeEval combined with
ANN did not affect classification results.
NB

0.96
0.958
0.956

Precision

CAEva NB

0.955
0.953
0.951

F-Measure

CAEvaNBand CSEvalNB with
classification accuracy 0.955.

0.95

Recall

0.955
0.953

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The performed experiments of data mining
techniques on CKD dataset proved that data mining
techniques are capable of predicting and diagnosing
disease. Since diseases datasets could contain huge
number of features, and may contain less important
features which affect the prediction process; features
selection
techniques
such
as
CorrelationAttributeEval and CfsSubsetEval can
enhance the prediction accuracy. The experiments
also showed that naïve bays performed better when
applying features selection techniques. However,
some classifiers obtained the same performance on
full dataset as the newly constructed dataset, which
contain less number of features.
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ABSTRACT
Digital exhibits such as USB drive, external hard disks
etc. found at the crime scene contain evidences of
essential value. Forensic Imaging of exhibits, which is
an indispensable part of digital forensic examination,
not only provides all the active files and directories,
but also deleted or hidden data from the storage
device. Various open-source and proprietary forensic
tools are available for acquisition of data from digital
exhibits. However, there might be instances of the
exhibit being wiped, formatted, overwritten multiple
times or data permanently deleted. Therefore, a critical
question arises regarding the type and amount of data
that might be recoverable. In this research work, the
primary objective is to compare and analyse the
performance of open-source and proprietary disk
forensic tools in recovering data from storage devices.
Different samples of USB thumb drives are created
and artifacts are acquired using both open-source and
proprietary tools. Based on the results, a comparative
analysis is done to determine the performance of the
tools. The results of this research would be helpful for
forensic examiners in using the appropriate forensic
tool for enhanced examination of different cases of
cyber-crime investigation.

KEYWORDS
Disk Forensic Tools, Digital Evidence, Digital
Forensics, Analysis and Extraction, Forensic Imaging,
Wiping, Digital Exhibit, Deletion, Formatting.

1 INTRODUCTION
Technological innovations and advancements
have increasingly led to the storage of sensitive
and confidential data being stored in digital
formats [1]. As the storage space increases, more

and more data are being stored in digital exhibits
such as hard disks or other USB storage devices
[2]. Due to ease of portability, such exhibits have
gained popularity and their usage have increased.
The data stored can range from personal and
corporate data to email messages, their
attachments, social networking, hidden and
encrypted files etc. Such digital exhibits are
commonly found artifacts not just in cyber-crime
but also in other crime incidents [3]. For detailed
and comprehensive investigation of such
incidents, it is essential to forensic investigation
of such exhibits digitally. Digital Forensics is the
science of investigation, which deals with the
extraction of digital evidences from computing
devices for creating a hypothesis through
reconstruction of events, to make it usable in the
court of law [17]. According to the principles laid
out by the Association of Chief Police Officers
(ACPO) [13], “The action taken by Law
Enforcement Agencies, persons employed within
those agencies or their agents should not change
the data in any manner, which may subsequently
be relied upon in court.” As a result, instead of
working directly on the original exhibit, forensic
copy of the seized exhibit is created in order to
acquire the data and do further analysis. There are
various proprietary and open-source digital
forensic tools available for the purpose of
analysing and extracting the data from the digital
exhibits [4]. Some of the popular tools in this
regard include FTK Imager and Analyzer, Encase,
Autopsy etc.
It might not always be easy to unearth evidences
from digital exhibits. There are instances of data
deletion or the exhibit being found in formatted or
wiped state during examination. In such
circumstances, extraction of important artifacts
becomes difficult and to a large extent might
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depend upon the forensic tool being used for
imaging and acquisition. Therefore, with this
background, this research work primarily focuses
on the analysis and extraction of artifacts (which
is of evidential importance) from digital exhibits
using different disk forensic tools. The objective
is to compare the performance of open-source and
proprietary disk imaging tools. This is done by
performing imaging and extraction of various
data items from different samples of USB thumb
drives. A comparative study and analysis of the
performance of the tools would be the key to
determine the type and amount of data that can be
recovered/extracted from each sample using both
the tools in case of each of the samples, thus
making it easier for forensic experts to select the
appropriate disk forensic tool while performing
examination of digital exhibits.
The paper is divided into the following sections:
Section II highlights the related work, Section III
includes the Experimental Design that highlights
the testing data, testing samples and the digital
forensic tools used for conducting the
experiments; Section IV consists of the results
obtained from the experiments and related
discussions, followed by Section V, which
concludes the research work.

2 BACKGROUND
In digital forensics, the goal of the practitioner is
to collect and analyze the digital evidence with a
view to present it in the court of law or legal
proceedings [2]. The process of copying or
extraction of the data stored in the digital exhibits,
is known as Data Acquisition. The data is
acquired through the scientific process known as
forensic imaging or bit-stream imaging, which is
the technique of performing a bit-by-bit or sectorby-sector copy of any logical or physical drive
such as Hard Disks, USB drives, CDs or DVDs
etc. in an exact duplicate [14]. The data storage
within an exhibit takes place in the form of bits
arranged in sectors and clusters, as a result of
which capturing each and every bit including
deleted and hidden data, is an achievable task.
This process is also known as “acquisition of
image” of a suspect drive. The probability of
recovering data from the disk increases if the
image is more exact [14]. Generally, this is the
first procedure implemented on reception of

seized digital exhibit to the forensic laboratory.
The essential data items are analyzed and
extracted from the forensic image rather than the
original exhibit. This practice prevents tampering
of original exhibit and preserved its integrity.
During analysis and examination of digital
evidences, deleted, formatted or wiped data pose
a challenge for the forensic experts.
In any digital exhibit such as hard disks, USB
devices etc., the data storage takes place in a
binary format (in the form of 0’s and 1’s). In the
digital paradigm, every file or folder is a unique
combination of 0’s and 1’s. Also, every storage
media has their own native file system, which
maintains information about the data it stores, in
the form of metadata. The file system consists of
a file allocation table, which keeps digital
evidence about the user-data residing in the disk
[15]. When one hits the “delete” button or deletes
a file, the data residing in the file is not actually
deleted [7,9]. The file allocation table marks the
cluster (where the original file was residing) as
free for storing of new data. Until the storage of
new data in the device, the deleted data is not
overwritten (the combination of 0’s and 1’s is not
re-arranged) and can be easily recovered using
various data recovery tools or while analysis of
the forensic image of the storage media [11]. The
storage of new data item overwrites the existing
combination of binary digits (representing the
deleted data), replacing it by a new combination,
which makes data recovery difficult.
Formatting, also known as logical formatting is
the process of creating a file-system on a disk,
which the operating system uses for storing and
accessing data [16]. The type of logical formatting
always depends on the operating system that is in
use. Windows operating system allows for quick
format as well as full format. When performing
quick formatting on the media, the files are
deleted and file-system, volume label and clusters
are rebuilt. The journal, which keeps track of the
data and their locations on the storage media, is
also destroyed. However, if the media is Full
Formatted, then the data is erased completely
from the media and the entire file-system is
rebuilt. Hence, in the case of formatting, the data
subject to recovery depends on the type of
formatting performed. Therefore, there are higher
chances of data recovery in case of Quick Format
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rather than Full Format. However, there is a
possibility of data being carved out of the slack
space or unallocated space even from a formatted
storage device [9,11].
As compared to deletion or formatting, wiping is
more of an irreversible process. The process of
wiping erases both the data and the file-system
present on the storage media and replaces by
either all 0’s or all 1’s. Therefore, it is always
mandatory to format the storage device before it
becomes usable for data storage. Hence, it is not
possible to recover any data from a disk, which
has been wiped multiple times. This is due to the
fact that the original bit combination of 0’s and
1’s (originally stored data) does not exist. This is
why wiping removes the data permanently, as
compared to deletion and formatting [7,9,11].
3 RELATED WORK
The objective of this research is to compare and
measure the performance of both open-source and
proprietary tools in recovery of digital evidences
from different types of samples of exhibits. A
joint study has been conducted by University of
Hertfordshire and De Montfort University [3] to
determine whether any information is retrievable
and data is effectively erased or not in computer
hard disks purchased from the second hand
market. The study performed on more than 100
hard disks showed that the information is not
sanitized effectively and could be recovered
easily using digital forensic tools.
In [7], significant work has been done to show
how structured analysis and presentation process
can be used to enhance examinations of digital
evidences. The procedures and techniques
proposed in the work ensure correct analysis,
contextualization and validation of digital
evidences, which are helpful for the forensic
examiner in preparing the case evidences.
In [9], a study carried out by Blancco, on used
hard disks and SSDs, revealed that more than 35
percent of the used HDDs/SSDs contained
residual data, which was not deleted properly.
This resulted in the recovery of both individual as
well as organizational information from the
storage devices.

In [10], the researchers conducted similar study of
data recovery from sanitized hard disks, and based
on the results, they have recommended that
sanitization of disks and drives on computer
systems and storage media, which are sold,
destroyed or repurposed, should be sanitized
properly to ensure that no residual data remains
on the disk. Proper tools should be used for
deleting or wiping of data from storage devices.
4 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The experiments have been carried out using
different samples of USB thumb drives. These
samples have been prepared by storing same set
of different data items in the thumb drives. The
objective has been to make them as similar as
possible to a real-life digital exhibit as seized from
a crime scene. A brief description of the various
tools used for the research work, the data items
used for preparing the samples and different types
of samples used for experimentation has been
included in this section.
4.1 Tools Used
The different digital forensic tools used for
conducting the experiments are as follows:
FTK Imager – Forensic Toolkit (FTK) Imager is
an imaging tool developed by AccessData, which
is used for creating a forensic image of a physical
drive, logical drive or contents of file and folder.
It can create the image in different formats such
as AFF, Raw (dd), SMART or E01 [5].
FTK 7.0 – FTK 7.0 is used for forensic analysis
of digital exhibits and evidences. It can index,
filter and search the data in an efficient manner. It
can find active files and folders, deleted data,
encrypted data, emails and related attachments
and many more from the available disk or forensic
image. It has advanced data carving engine to
avoid irrelevant data being carved out [5].
Autopsy – Autopsy is a digital investigation
analysis tool developed by The Sleuth Kit. It is an
HTML-based tool and can run on both Windows
as well as UNIX platform. Both active and deleted
files can be analysed and the contents can be
viewed in raw or Hex format [6].
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File Shredder – File Shredder is a wiping tool
that is used for wiping files and folders in a
manner such that they cannot be recovered. It has
multiple shredding algorithms to wipe the data
from the hard disk or any other storage media
[12].
4.2 Test Data Set
The exhibit samples have been prepared with the
following set of data items:
a) Microsoft Office Documents such as Word
Document, PowerPoint Presentations etc.
b) Image files with .jpg, .png and .bmp file
types.
c) Multimedia video files of MP4 file type.
d) Encrypted document files (protected with
password).
e) Files with Bad Extensions. The extension of
the file is changed to create a mismatch
between file type and file extension. The
extension of a file is changed for the purpose
of hiding the particular data item.
f) Files with Alternate Data Streams.
g) Emails and associated files.
h) Web Artifacts (HTML files, Internet
Temporary files etc.)
i) Executable files
j) Internet Files consisting of Chrome Browser
files. These files can be found at the location
C:\Users\User\AppData\Local\Google\Chr
ome\UserData\Default. The Internet files
consists of Cache files, Bookmarks,
Cookies and Browser History files.
4.3 Test Samples
The experiment for the research is conducted by
preparing four different test samples. A sample is
prepared by using a sterile exhibit (USB thumb
drive of 4GB capacity wiped multiple times and
NTFS-formatted) and then storing the test data in
the exhibit [8,10]. The samples are described as
follows:
a) Sample A – The exhibit contains all the data
files and folders in active state.

b) Sample B – The exhibit consists of some of
the data files and folders while the rest of the
data has been deleted permanently. New
data items are stored in the storage device.
c) Sample C – The exhibit is formatted using
the formatting feature available in Windows
operating system.
d) Sample D – The exhibit is wiped
completely using wiping tool.
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A bit-stream image of the exhibit is created while
experimenting each of the samples, using FTK
Imager. The analysis and extraction of data from
the image of the exhibit is done using both FTK
7.0 (proprietary tool) as well as Autopsy (opensource tool). The results obtained for each sample
have been compared and discussed in this section.
5.1 Data Extraction and Forensic Analysis of
Sample A
Sample A has been prepared with the data in
active state (i.e. without deleting or wiping any
data item from the exhibit). The forensic imaging
is done and analysed using proprietary tool,
snapshot of which is shown in Fig.1
On analysis and extraction, it is found that the
proprietary tool is able to recover all the data from
the forensic image of the sample (exhibit). Some
types of files such as browsing history files,
cookies files, Alternate Data Streams (Data files
hidden inside other documents) etc. that could not
be viewed using the windows explorer, were also
recovered in a plain-text readable format. The
properties of the data items (metadata) before and
after analysis were compared and found to be
matching.
The same sample is also analysed using the opensource tool, shown in Fig.2. Open-source tool also
reported the same result when compared to that
given by proprietary tool. All data items from the
sample were fully recovered. The properties of the
data items (metadata) before and after analysis
were compared and found to be matching.
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Figure 1: Snapshot of Data Analysis and Extraction of Sample A using FTK Analyzer 7.0

Figure 2: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from Sample A using Autopsy

5.2 Data Extraction and Forensic Analysis of
Sample B
Sample B has been prepared by deleting some of
the data items from the exhibit. The data items
have been deleted permanently (using the key

combination shift + delete), so that they cannot be
restored back from the Recycle Bin. After
deleting the original data items, new data items
were added to the exhibit. Bit-stream image of the
exhibit is created and is analyzed using
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proprietary tool, snapshot of which is shown in
Fig.3
On analyzing the extracted data from Sample B
(Fig. 3), it was observed that some of the deleted
data was recovered and found in readable format
[9,11]. Some of the data items were corrupt and
could not be opened, while the rest were
recovered partially. Data was also found in the
slack space. Slack space is a form of internal
fragmentation i.e. the leftover space in a storage
device. It is created when a data file does not
occupy all the space allocated to it [14]. In such
circumstances, when the old data is deleted and

overwritten with new data, there is a possibility of
recovering the traces of older data from the slack
space.
Fig.4 shows a snapshot of the analysis of Sample
B done using open-source tool. In this case,
deleted files were recovered both totally as well
as partially along with data found in the slack
space. However, a comparative study is
performed between the results given by the tools
based on the few parameters. The results are
shown in Table 1 and graphically represented in
Fig. 5.

Table 1: Comparison between performance of proprietary and open-source tool based on result analysis of Sample B

Parameters
Number of original data items totally recovered
Number of original data items partially recovered
Number of data items recovered from Slack Space
Number of data items found not readable

Proprietary Tool
(FTK 7.0)
45
40
170
5

Open-Source Tool
(Autopsy)
45
30
155
10

Figure 3: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of Data from Sample B using FTK Analyzer 7.0
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Figure 4: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from Sample B using Autopsy

Figure 5: Comparison Graph between results of Proprietary and Open-source tool in analysis of Sample B

From Table 1 and the graph as shown in Fig.5, it
can be interpreted that the number of deleted data
items totally recovered by the open-source and
proprietary tool were equal in number. However,
it can also be observed that there is a difference
between the number of data items partially
recovered and number of data items found in the
slack space when the results of both tools are
compared. The open-source tool could recover a
smaller number of data items (partially recovered
and slack space data) than the proprietary tool.
Hence, it is inferred that the proprietary tool

shows a relatively better performance than the
open-source tool while recovering deleted data
from an exhibit.
5.3 Data Extraction and Forensic Analysis of
Sample C
Sample C has been prepared by formatting the
exhibit. A full format of the exhibit is done. After
formatting, a forensic image of the exhibit was
captured using FTK Imager and the image was
analyzed using the proprietary tool. The results of
the analysis and extraction of data is shown in
Fig.6
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Figure 6: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from Sample C using FTK Analyzer 7.0

The analysis and extraction of data using
proprietary tool showed that data files could be
recovered only from the slack space and
unallocated spaces. Unallocated space, also refers
to the unused space in a storage device, which is
not used for storing data [14].
The open-source tool could also recover data from
the slack space only [11]. However, data could not

be recovered from the unallocated spaces, as
shown in Fig.7. A comparative study is performed
between the results given by both the open-source
and proprietary tools based on different
parameters, as shown in Table 2. The comparative
study has been graphically interpreted and shown
in Fig. 8.

Figure 7: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from Sample C using Autopsy
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Table 2: Comparison between performance of proprietary and open-source tool based on result analysis of Sample C

Parameters
Number of original data items recovered
Number of data items recovered from slack space
Number of data items recovered from unallocated
space

Proprietary Tool
(FTK 7.0)
0
162
31

Open-Source Tool
(Autopsy)
0
17
0

Figure 8: Comparison Graph between results of Proprietary and Open-source tool in analysis of Sample C

On analyzing the results shown in Table 3 and
interpretation of the graph, it can be inferred that
the proprietary tool is able to recover more data
from the slack space and unallocated space as
compared to that of open-source tool. However,
original data items could not be recovered from
the exhibit. Hence, on the basis of comparison and
analysis of the results, it can be said the
proprietary tool shows a relatively better
performance in comparison to open-source tool,
when recovery of data is to be done from a storage
device that has been formatted.

5.4 Data Extraction and Forensic Analysis of
Sample D
Sample D has been prepared by performing a
wiping operation on the exhibit multiple times,
using specialized wiping software. After wiping
the exhibit, it is forensically imaged using the
software FTK Imager and the image is analyzed
using both proprietary tools i.e. FTK 7.0 and
open-source tool i.e. Autopsy. The snapshots of
the analysis performed on the image of the exhibit
using different tools, are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig.
10 respectively.
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Figure 9: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from sample D using FTK 7.0

Figure 10: Snapshot of Analysis and Extraction of data from sample D using Autopsy

From the results given by both the proprietary and
open-source tools, it is observed that data
recovery is not possible once the storage media is
wiped several times. The reason for such a result
is attributed to the fact that wiping erases both the
data as well as the file-system from the exhibit. It
should be noted that the word ‘erase’ is used
instead of ‘delete’ because here, the data is not
deleted, which is the reason it is not recoverable.
The data along with the in-built file-system of the
storage media are erased beyond recovery.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This research work has been carried out with the
objective of performing a comparative study
among the results of analysis and extraction of
evidences (data files) from different prepared
samples of digital exhibits, using open-source as
well as proprietary forensic tools. Four different
samples were prepared with test data for
conducting the experiment. All the samples were
prepared using the same set of test data. The first
sample consisted of data in an active state, while
data in the second sample was deleted partially
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and overwritten with new data. In the third
sample, the exhibit was formatted using the inbuilt feature of the operating system and the
fourth sample consisted of exhibit, which was
wiped using wiping software.
After conducting the experiments, it has been
observed that both proprietary and open-source
tools show similar performances when used to
analyze active data files (Sample A) i.e. all the
data could be recovered easily from the forensic
image of the exhibit. However, when data is
deleted and new data is added (Sample B) or the
exhibit is formatted (Sample C), proprietary tool
showed a relatively better performance as
compared to open-source tool. In the final sample
(Sample D), when the exhibit was wiped, both
forensic tools again showed similar performances
i.e. data could not be recovered from the exhibit
by using either tool.
Hence, based on the experimentation process in
the research work, several conclusions have been
drawn, as follows:
i. Deleted data can be recovered from exhibit
using either proprietary or open-source tool.
However, if new data is added, chances of
complete data recovery would reduce
considerably. The old data can be recovered
partially or traces of it can also be extracted
from the slack spaces or unallocated spaces
depending upon the type of tool used. A
proprietary tool performs better as
compared to open-source tool.
ii. Data recovery becomes a difficult task
when the exhibit is formatted. Both
proprietary and open-source tools would
not be able to recover any originally stored
data in the exhibit, except traces of data
from the slack spaces or unallocated spaces.
A proprietary tool, however, shows better
performance in both cases, as it can extract
larger number of data items from the slack
or unallocated spaces.
iii. An open-source tool recovers less amount
of deleted data or data from formatted disk,
as compared to proprietary tool. A scientific
can technical reason to this can be attributed
to the fact that the number of modules or

libraries available in an open-source tool
like Autopsy is less as compared to that of a
proprietary tool like FTK Analyzer, when
freshly installed in a computer system. Due
to the availability of lesser data recovery
modules, the amount of data that can be
acquired from the storage media by opensource tool is less than the amount of data
recovered by proprietary tool.
iv. Wiping an exhibit leaves data recovery
impossible from any location, including
even slack and unallocated spaces, either by
proprietary or open-source tool. Therefore,
both proprietary and open-source tools can
be used depending upon the case, for
analyzing and extracting data while
examination of seized digital exhibits.
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ABSTRACT
The development of telecommunications has
increased very rapidly since the internet-based instant
messaging service has spread rapidly to Indonesia.
WhatsApp is the most popular instant messaging
application compared to other instant messaging
services, according to the statista website users of
WhatsApp services in 2018 showed significant
growth by gathering 1.5 billion monthly active users
or monthly active users (MAU). That number
increased 14 percent compared to MAU WhatsApp in
July 2017 which amounted to 1.3 billion. Daily active
users aka DAU are in the range of one billion.
WhatsApp handles more than 60 billion message
exchanges between users around the world. This
growth is predicted to continue to increase, along with
the wider internet penetration. Along with WhatsApp
updates with various features embedded in this
application including Web-based Whatsapp for
computers, this feature makes it easier for users to
share data and can be synchronized with their
smartphone or user's computer. Besides the positive
side found in the application, WhatsApp also provides
a security gap for user privacy, one of which is tapping
conversations involving both smartphone and
computer devices. The handling of crimes involving
digital devices needs to be emphasized so that they
can help the judicial process of the effects they have
caused Mobile Forensics Investigation also took part
in suppressing the misuse of WhatsApp's instant
messaging service features, including investigating
the handling of cases of WhatsApp conversations
through a series of standard steps according to digital
forensics procedures. Exploration of evidence (digital
evidence) WhatsApp conversations will be a
reference to the crime of telecommunication tapping
which will then be carried out forensic investigation
report involving evidence of the smartphone and
computer of the victim.
Keywords: Authentication, Mobile Forensics, Instant
Messenger, and WhatsApp Messenger.

1 INTRODUCTION
The development of telecommunications has
increased very rapidly since the internet-based instant
messaging service has spread rapidly to Indonesia.
More than 1 billion people in more than 180 countries

use WhatsApp to stay connected with friends and
family, anytime and anywhere. WhatsApp is free and
offers the ability to send messages and make simple,
secure, and reliable calls, which are available for
phones around the world [11]. WhatsApp is the most
popular instant messaging application compared to
other instant messaging services, according to the user
statistics website as of January 2017 as many as 1.2
billion people are actively using this application [5].
Whatsapp is a cross platform application with versions
available for the Android, BlackBerry, iPhone and
Symbian operating systems. WhatsApp allows to send
text messages, send video messages, and audio media
messages. This application is available for Android
phones, Blackberry, iOS, Symbian (s60), and
Windows. WhatsApp Inc. founded in 2009 by Brian
Acton and Jan Koum, both veterans of Yahoo! People
exchange information such as pictures, videos,
activities and events [6]. However, on the other hand
there are many individuals who abuse WhatsApp to
commit digital crimes such as fraud, gambling,
pornography, corruption, or drug networks. Forensic
Android smartphones have evolved over time offering
significant opportunities and interesting challenges. In
a number of recent crime cases such as the case of
Mirna's murder by Jessica and on the case of
pornography chat Habib Rizieq Shihab, using
WhatsApp conversations as evidence in court. This
shows that from the perspective of forensic
investigation, the WhatsApp application can store
evidence data that can be used in court as evidence, then
the smartphone can be analyzed and if the WhatsApp
application is installed on the smartphone, WhatsApp
forensic analysis can be done to obtain digital artifacts.
in the form of conversation history and contact
numbers, etc. related to the Whatsapp application [12].
Based on some previous studies it can be
concluded that the investigation of conversations
through instant messenger application conversations
found in chat sessions WhatsApp is vulnerable to
security because database files that store chat
conversations are not partially unencrypted and can be
easily accessed through a series of specific ways to
obtain details of the entire conversation, by Therefore,
in this study digital forensic procedures will be
developed using the text mining Information Retrival
Approach method as a reference in message clustering
involving digital evidence database from the WhatsApp
application (msgstore.db) to retrieve conversation
sessions even those that have been deleted from the chat
option. This method can classify messages in
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accordance with the authentication of the message, so
that it can assist in investigating messages in exploring
or analyzing digital evidence. The text retrival
approach text mining method is chosen because it can
play a role in techniques that can be used to classify,
because text mining is a development of variations of
the data mining process that seeks to find interesting
patterns from a large number of text data sets. In
addition to classification, text mining is also used to
handle clustering, information extraction, and
information retrieval problems.
Text classification is needed by calculating
Similarity by combining two concepts for weight
calculation, namely, the frequency of calculating the
appearance of a word in a particular document and
Cosine similarity is a method that can be used to
calculate the level of similarity between two
documents or two objects in this case WhatApp
database.

2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Previous research has shown that one can get
complete access to all information on WhatsApp
whether it's WhatsApp Smartphone or WhatsApp
Web. Most chat applications follow the same
message, contact and user data synchronization
patterns when syinc and update conversation data
regularly. The approach taken gives a general outline
for all similar applications running on Android and
Windows platform devices such as Telegram and the
like. WhatsApp provides a security gap for user
privacy, one of which is tapping conversations
involving both smartphone and computer devices.
For handling WhatsApp crime, this includes
investigating the handling of cases of intercepting
WhatsApp conversations through a series of standard
steps according to digital forensics procedures [5].
The development of telecommunications has
been increasing very rapidly since instant internetbased instant messaging services to Indonesia.
However, many people abuse WhatsApp for digital
crimes such as fraud, pornography, or drug networks.
For more common civil cases, start using evidence
from conversations, pictures, videos, and more from
the WhatsApp. The applied Forensic NIST mobile
method can get picture, video, or text data contained
in WhatsApp. So that text messages can be analyzed
and provided information about the indications
associated with others using text mining methods.
Subjects in this research are to build a web system
using Python programming language to be able to
identify text sent messages between the two actors.
The method used in the method is to use the Tf-Idf
and Cosine Similarity methods, which prior to the
text mining method is the first perpetrator's message
with the NIST Forensics method application to obtain
text message conversations. The result of this study is
a web system that can identify messages from the
perpetrator's conversation whether there is an
indication of interference by others or not [1].

Other research study explains that the data that
can be taken is the main data and supporting data of the
application. The main data in the form of a database
containing contacts and conversations and artifacts that
make up the application. The supporting data of the
application is in the form of a backup database and
related media files such as images, videos and sounds.
After the data is successfully obtained, it will be
analyzed using applications and supporting literature
to achieve the objectives of the study. As a standard
test, digital forensic applications are used which are
widely used and available for free, namely Forensic
Tool Kit (FTK) Imager and SQLite Browser [10].
The research carried out by (Kunang et al.,
2017) resulted in a procedure that could be used as a
reference in conducting forensic investigations of
WhatsApp applications to obtain evidence in the form
of conversation sessions, media data such as audio,
contact no., Photos and more. The stages of the
forensic analysis procedure carried out in this study
succeeded in obtaining proof artifacts in the form of
chat sessions, avatars, contact numbers on WhatsApp
applications, voice notes, profile photos, identity of
WhatsApp account holders and also able to get other
media files and most importantly backup database files
encrypted. The applied WhatsApp database extraction
approach successfully extracts chat conversations
stored in internal and external memory using the
WhatsApp extractor key and decryptor to convert
backup databases into text databases that can be seen
in the SQLite database browser. This stage can open
chat sessions that have been deleted based on the
backup data stored either automatically by the
WhatsApp application or manual backup.
Other research produced a system that can detect
text documents in pdf format. The system can detect
the Indonesian language text, and if there is a foreign
language in a document the stemming process is not
carried out. Detection is done by one-to-many grooves,
in order to facilitate the system in detecting and using
the Enhanced Confix Stripping (ECS) stemmer
algorithm to produce 23-36% similarity values with
experiments with 3 journals with the same category,
while stemming produces a similarity of 35- 40% [4].
Blackberry Messenger is one of the popularly
used instant messaging applications on Android with
user’s amount that increase significantly each year. The
increase off Blackberry Messenger users might lead to
application misuse, such as for commiting digital
crimes. To conduct investigation involving smartphone
devices, the investigators need to use forensic tools.
Therefore, a research on current forensic tool’s
performance in order to handle digital crime cases
involving Android smartphones and Blackberry
Messenger in particular need to be done. This research
focuses on evaluating and comparing three forensic
tools to obtain digital evidence from Blackberry
Messenger on Android smartphones using parameter
from National Institute of Standard Technology and
Blackberry Messenger’s acquired digital evidences.
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The result shows that from comparative analysis
conducted, Andriller gives 25% performance value,
Oxygen Forensic Suite gives 100% performance
value, and Autopsy 4.1.1 gives 0% performance
value. Related to National Institute of Standard
Technology parameter criterias, Andriller has
performance value of 47.61%. Oxygen Forensic Suite
has performance value of 61.90%. Autopsy 4.1.1 has
performance value of 9.52% [3].
The next three tier levels are through
procedures of physical extractions. The third level is
through methods of Hex Dumping, requiring
connectivity (Wi-Fi, wired, et cetera) between mobile
device and digital forensic workstation. Hex Dumping
forces a boot loader onto the device dumping the
information that is harvested on the protected parts of
the memory (RAM). Forensic analyst use a flasher
box connecting the device data port to the digital
forensic workstation, then the device is placed in a
diagnostic mode, where the analyst can send
commands and the flasher box “captures’ sections of
the memory transporting the data back to the
workstation [2].
The handling of digital evidence can become an
evidence of a determination thatcrimes have been
committed or may give links between crime and
its victims or crime and the culprit. Soft System
Methodology (SSM) is a method of evaluation
tocompare a conceptual model with a process in
the real world, so deficiencies of the conceptual
model can be revealed thus it canperform corrective
action against the conceptual model, thus there is no
difference between the conceptual model and the real
activity. Evaluation on the IDFIF stage is only done
on a reactive and proactive process stages in the
process so that the IDFIF model can be more flexible
and can be applied on the investigation process of a
smartphone [9].
The research data mining resulted that the
cosine similarity method has the highest value
compared to Jaccard Similarity. While from the
results of grouping with the SNN (Shared Nearest
Neighbor) method, the parameters greatly influence
the formation of groups, the greater the value, the
fewer groups will be formed [13].
Text mining in general is a theory about
processing a large number of documents from time to
time using several analyzes, the purpose of processing
the text is to know and extract useful information from
data sources by identifying and exploring interesting
patterns in the case of text mining, sources the data
used is a collection or collection of unstructured
documents and requires a grouping to find out similar
information [7]. Whereas social media is an integral
part of online life as a social website and web-based
communication. E-communication through chat
servers, Instant Messaging Systems, Internet Relay
Chat (IRC) is one type of communication that is

growing rapidly but suspicious messages are sent via
Instant Messenger (IM) and Social Networking Sites
(SNS) which are not bound, leading to disruption to
network communication and cyberspace security. Text
mining techniques are an effective way to predict and
detect criminal activity.
3 RESEARCH METHOD
The research method is the stage of conducting a
simulation of a case study in exploring the messages of
instant messenger conversations in this case WhatsApp,
to obtain digital evidence of crime. With various
simulations and stages carried out, it also aims to
identify or classify digital evidence of crime from the
Whatsapp messenger messaging chat application that
had previously been done by both sides of the bill or
more. Where in the research phase there are several
process stages as in Figure 1;

Figure 1. Stages of Analysis of Digital Evidence
In the part of Figure 1. it describes the stages of
analyzing cases from evidence findings to weighting
calculations from digital evidence which is obtained in
the form of paragraph messages chat scenario
performed by both actors through a smartphone. The
stages are as follows:
1. Evidence; The main evidence obtained from the
perpetrator is a smartphone.
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2. Preservation; The process by which the
investigator maintains the smartphone evidence to
conduct data searches, data collection, and
documentation of evidence in the form of artifacts
from the two perpetrators.
3. Acquistion; The process of collecting and
obtaining digital evidence is a conversation
message which is then performed imaging of the
conversation message for further investigation.
4. Examination and Analysis; is a process where the
investigator can explore, analyze, and uncover
from imaging results from the stage of previous
acquisition to obtain data relating to the
perpetrator or crime that is found in the WhatsApp
application. From this stage it is then broken down
again to find out the frequency of a word in a
paragraph or document by calculating the weight
of each word.
5. Load data; Conversation message data between
the two actors that have been obtained from the
stage of examination and analysis is then collected
and processed with excel per document to load
into the program so that the conversation can be
processed by the system.
6. Tokenizing; Stages for cutting strings based on
each of the words and their punctuation marks on
the conversations of the actors' messages in the
form of symbols and changing capital letters to
lowercase letters.
7. NLP Check; API (Application Programming
Interface), that will provide NLP as Service and
Knowledge as service. Our main Language
Processing Core are focussed on Indonesian
Language.
8. Cosine similarity; Stages where to count
sentences in one document with another and
categorize or give a percentage value whether
there is an indication of difference or not.
9. Document Process; to document the words of the
perpetrator and the percentage obtained from the
weighting of each paragraph word in the form of
table data.
Research scenarios are the initial stages in mobile
forensic methods to describe the research that will be
conducted, the thing that needs to be done is to search,
collect and document evidence. For testing in the
study, the samples of evidence analyzed were two
smartphones which were scanned as evidence in a
crime case. From one of the smartphones in a rooted
condition and one still in a state of unroot with the
condition of the active password security and active
screen security. At this stage documentation of things
related to the smartphone is done.

Figure 2. Scenario Analysis of WhatsApp on the
Android & Windows Platform
In Figure 2. it can be described that the perpetrator has
a conversation through the WhatsApp application,
where the WhatsApp application stores various kinds
of log messages from the conversation interaction. Both
in the form of pictures, videos, paragraph messages, etc.
The investigator identifies the case in the Case Event
Place based on what he found that can be used as
evidence for a legal trial. Where the activity is an
activity carried out with the aim of securing existing
digital evidence, so that it is not contaminated by other
things. In the process of identifying the evidence, the
investigator also obtained a finding of physical
evidence, namely the perpetrator's smartphone. After
the perpetrators get the evidence, then he conducts the
process if evidence of mobile forensics. Namely by
connecting the offender's smartphone to the computer
using a data cable so that it is detected by tools forensics
for the evidence imaging process. And if the
smartphone is not detected by tools forensics, the
investigator can do imaging by taking the SD-card
(evidence) first and then using a card reader to get
access to evidence so that the SD-card is read by the
Investigator application.
Data backup is done to copy the original source of
information from the imaging results to evidence that
has not been carried out several stages. Where it has a
function to maintain the authenticity of digital evidence
that is obtained if the investigator loses data due to
natural disasters, viruses, errors etc. by using TWRP
(Team Win Recovery Project) tools. With TWRP you
can retrieve data on the Android system partition and
data on internal memory without having to rooting,
activating USB Debugging, and also not being affected
by the state of the smartphone's screen security is active
or not. Then the investigator can carry out the stages of
extracting data on the evidence contained in the
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smartphone, which is where the stage has the function
to open any files or files contained in the results of
previous imaging such as videos, images, and
message conversations. With so many files that
emerged from the extracted file, the investigator
began to search for files where the file was a paragraph
of conversation messages between the two actors,
according to the focus of the research. After all data
related to the WhatsApp application has been
obtained, then the next step is to decrypt the encrypted
WhatsApp application database using the WhatsApp
Viewer application. Then the investigator decrypts an
encrypted paragraph message and performs a
weighting calculation based on the decrip of the
paragraph messages sent by the perpetrator to then
analyze the paragraph weighting data by comparing
the results of the weekly calculation of each
document. And the final result of the investigation
process, the investigator can record the results of
imaging evidence, file encryption and decryption,
weighting, and the results of the analysis as an
investigation report.

4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The results and discussion of the following
research discuss how the research steps from data
analysis and results obtained from the study. The
discussion in this chapter covers the system
identification study phase which is used for the
smartphone target research object and the data
calculation analysis. The identification phase is
carried out to obtain evidence obtained on a
smartphone in the form of a message conversation.
The analysis phase is used to find the value of the
results of calculating the weight of each word using
the text mining with information retrival approach
method.
A. Data Analysis
Investigation using WhatsApp Viewer v1.12 can
be done as a way to process the WhatsApp database
according to those found on smartphones and
computers. From the feature or menu file in the
whatsApp viewer, it has several types of files to be
able to encrypt messages. Among them are cryp5,
cryp7, cryp8, and cryp12 which are compatible with
the current version of the WhatsApp application.
Whereas to encrypt .db data can be done on one
smartphone and computer, where on both evidence
devices save some history of the WhatsApp message
database. The database has a gap that can be used by
forensic investigators in authenticating conversations
involving synchronizing data for WhatsApp
applications, both web base and smartphone
applications.
Mobile forensic research on this smartphone
can also be applied by using forensic Oxygen software
tools as file explorer and SQLite database as Tools to

access conversational data on computers with browsers
as their forensic internet application. Remember the .db
and key files on WhatsApp as shown in Figure 3.;

Figure 3. ".db" file and Key in WhatsApp Database
In Figure 3. shows some encrypted whatsapp databases
and also keys that can be generated using whatsapp
viewer, so the investigator can open the contents of the
message directly and analyze the data.
a) Crime Simulation & Authentication
The simulation process of proof of action or
authentication of WhatsApp conversations is a stage in
identifying conversational messages that have been
decrypted by the system to be used as evidence by
investigators between computer devices and
smartphones, whether there is an indication of
interference by others or not. Data simulation or
analysis starts from a number of clustering text
processes or words of conversations of actors who are
then made a comparison, where the investigator
performs several steps to get the results of word
weighting and the percentage of similarities that will
later be used as comparative values.
The scenario of case simulations carried out by
the two actors can be described for a proof object.
Where the two devices synchronize data and through
messages sent and summarized in a WhatsApp
database, and the weighting is used as proof as well as
a method to get the value of each message sent whether
there is an indication of other people's interference or
not in the scenario Figure 4.;

Figure 4. Crime and Authentication Scenarios
The evidence of the perpetrators in this study
investigators can do several processes using the
Indonesian NLP text matching method, measurements,
and cosine similarity tests used in handling a case. Then
the investigator can analyze the data with a comparison
based on the investigation he did.
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b) Flowchart of Forensic Text Mining
Investigation
Investigators
in
conducting
message
investigations in this study can be seen in the
investigator's standard operational workflow. Where
in the process there are several stages as shown in
Figure 5.;

Cache

C:\Users\Adm\AppData\Loc
al
\Google\Chrome\User\Data\
Default\cache

Cache

Export evidence WhatApp Smartphone is intended to
make WhatsApp text conversation files into .txt files in
this case only limited to Indonesian, so the conversation
looks like Figure 6.;

Figure 6. WhatsApp Smartphone Conversation
Files in Indonesian Language
Export evidence WhatsApp Web is intended to create
text conversation files after synchronization becomes a
.txt file like Figure 7.;
Figure 5. Flowchart WhatsApp Messager
Investigation
The WhatsApp Smartphone (Android) database can
be opened using tools forensics, the arrangement of
key file storage folders and WhatsApp .db data as in
Table 1. ;
Table 1. File Directory Database Whatsapp
Smartphone
File Type
Db
WhatsApp
Key
WhatsApp
Db
WhatsApp

File Name
WhatsApp\Database
\data\data\com.What
sApp\files
\data\data\com.Whats
App\databases

Storage Location
Mgstore.db.crypt
12
Key
Web_sessions.db

Figure 7. WhatsApp Web Conversation Files

The WhatsApp Web (Windows) database can be
opened using tools forensics, then the arrangement of
the Whatsapp.SQLiteDB data storage folder as shown
in Table 2.;
Table 2. File Directory Database Whatsapp Web
File Type
Storage Location
Db
C:\Users\Adm\AppData\Loc
SQLite
al
\Google\Chrome\User\Data\
Default
Db
C:\Users\Adm\AppData\Loc
SQLite
al
\Google\Chrome\User\Data\
Default

From the evidence.txt export file as shown in Figure 7,
it converts using CSVConver tools to a .csv file so that
it can be accessed using exel before clustering. Using
API NLP http; // nlp.yuliadi.pro/ looks like Figure 8;
[8].

File Name
History

Login
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Figure 8. Indonesian Language API NLP
Load data is intended to process or process the
conversational data of the perpetrator to analyze the
weighting using the text mining stages such as
tokenisation. After obtaining a percentage of data, it
can be analyzed by categorizing the percentage into
moderate, sufficient, or proven indications of
interference. others as in Table 2.;
Table 2. Cosine similarity Authentication results
Conversation
Document

Similarity
Value

Similarity
Value (%)

Text
Mining
Results

Chat WhatsApp
Smartphone
Chat WhatsApp
Web

0,1285

12,85 %

Similarity

0,5419

54, 19 %

Is being

5. Conclusion
Based on the results of the study "Analysis of
the Forensics WhatsApp Messenger Method Using
Information Retival Approach" it can be concluded
that a mobile forensics analysis related to cases
involving digital evidence smartphone with the
WhatsApp messenger application and crime has been
identified involving two mutually integrated devices
namely WhatsApp Smartphone and WhatsApp web.
All crimes involving digital evidence of instant
conversations need to handle special incident handlers
by using the standard of forensic investigations of
crimes involving WhatsApp instant messaging
applications. The application of the text mining
Information Retival Approach method can be used as
an investigative method, especially the generation of
text in conversation applications and helps the digital
evidence exploration process related to cybercrime in
the realm of instant messenger with the WhatsApp
application and can be applied to other similar instant
messaging applications.
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ABSTRACT
The development of technology that is increasing
rapidly, may cause problems for users of the
technology itself. One of the problems of abuse of
technology like WhatsApp is used as a communication
medium for committing crimes. Examples of these
problems are the increasingly widespread fraud
through WhatsApp, make deals and selling illegal
drugs and others. Smartphones that are used to commit
crimes can be confiscated by law enforcement
officials as one of the evidences. The method of
proving to obtain valid evidence is to conduct an
investigation using a digital evidence handling
approach known as digital forensics. Integrated
Digital Forensics Investigation Framework version 2
(IDFIF v2) is one way of investigating smartphones.
IDFIF v2 framework is the latest framework that has
been developed so that it can be used for smartphone
investigations. In this study there are several common
stages, namely preparation, incident response,
laboratory process and presentation. The final result of
this study is to find an existing database on a
smartphone and report on the results of analysis of
smartphone evidence.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Rapid technological development can cause
problems for users of the technology itself, the
more advanced people's lives, the more advanced
crime will also be. Crime also becomes part of the
culture itself, which means that the higher the
level of culture and the more modern a nation, the
more modern the crime is in its form, nature and
manner of implementation, it can be seen from the
applications on the smartphone.[1]
According to the official WhatsApp website
more than 1 billion people in more than 180

countries use WhatsApp to stay connected with
friends and family, anytime and anywhere.
WhatsApp is free and offers the ability to send
messages and make simple, safe and reliable calls,
which are available for calls worldwide.
Given the high popularity and level of use of
WhatsApp, the potential for abuse has also
increased as has happened in SMS services.
Message archives stored on the WhatsApp
application installed on cell phones can be used as
digital evidence to uncover crimes that use this
application as a communication medium. One
example of a real case of crime using WhatsApp
is in the case of pornographic chat between Rizieq
Shihab and Firza Husein. In this case it was
explained that there were misuse of features such
as conversations, voice recordings and photos of
naked women who were included in pornographic
content. Therefore, WhatsApp is used as
evidence.[2]
The research that applies the new Integrated
Digital Forensic Investigation Framework
(IDFIF) V2 is applied to the SMS (Short Message
Service) service. There is no research that applies
IDFIF V2 to the WhatsApp application.
Therefore, IDFIF V2 needs to be applied also to
the WhatsApp investigation. IDFIF is the latest
Framework that has been developed so that it is
expected to be a standard method of investigation
by investigators because IDFIF V2 has the
flexibility to handle various types of digital
evidence.[3]
Thus, seeing from the problems that occur such
as the rise of digital crime cases that use
WhatsApp application media as a communication
tool, the researchers conducted research using the
IDFIF Framework because the investigation
process will be more structured and scheduled. It
is expected to provide solutions to problems in
crime cases that use WhatsApp as the
communication media.
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2 BASIC THEORY
2.1 WhatsApp
WhatsApp is free and offers the ability to send
messages and make simple, safe and reliable calls,
which are available for calls worldwide.
WhatsApp Messenger is a communication
medium that allows exchanging messages
without SMS costs because WhatsApp
Messenger uses the same internet network for
email, web search, and more. The WhatsApp
Messenger
app
uses
a
3G
or Wi-Fi connection for data communications.[4]
2.2 Digital Forensic
Digital Forensic Investigation is a rapidly
growing field involved in the Information
Technology era emergent. It indicates the
numerous techniques how the crime in a computer
system is handled which occupied from the very
lowest part end user to the highest level. [5]
Forensics entails the use of science to
determine matters of fact where such facts are
required to settle disputes (for example, in courts
of law) or to determine the root cause of an event
of interest. Forensics employs the notion that
scientific knowledge is true and hence a good
basis to settle such disputes and/or determine
causes. Digital forensics is that branch of
forensics that studies evidence that exists in
digital form.
Digital forensics is a part of forensic science
that covers the discovery and investigation of
material (data) found in digital devices
(computers, cellphones, tablets, PDAs, networking devices, storage, and the like) Digital
forensics can be further divided into related
forensics with computers (hosts, servers),
networks (networks), applications (including
databases), and devices (digital devices). Each
has its own deepening. Digital forensics is a part
of forensic science that covers the discovery and
investigation of material (data) found in digital
devices (computers, cellphones, tablets, PDAs,
net-working devices, storage, and the like) Digital
forensics can be further divided into related
forensics with computers (hosts, servers),
networks (networks), applications (including

databases), and devices (digital devices). Each
has its own deepening. [6]
2.3 Mobile Forensic
Digital forensic has many branches, one of
which is mobile forensics. Mobile forensics is a
branch of digital forensics that deals with the
recovery of digital evidence or data from a
smartphone device database. Mobile devices
usually refer to smartphones, but can also relate to
digital devices that have internal memory and
communication capabilities.[7]
In forensics activities have a purpose, one of
which is to help restoring, analyzing, and
presenting digital material / entities or electronics
in such a way that they can be used as valid
evidence in court.[8]
Mobile Forensic is needed because mobilebased services are increasing and getting more
users, with the growing popularity of mobile
computing and mobile commerce, the need of
mobile transactions are also getting higher. The
quality and speed of the mobile service provider
must be comparable to the number of mobile
transactions that occur.[9]
Mobile phones become thus omnipresent and
play such an oversized social group role, there's a
high chance that these same devices are going to
be a part of those investigations.[10]
2.4 Oxygen Forensic Suite
Oxygen Forensic Suite provided general
information about the smartphone and the
network that the device was connected to. The
tool recovered all contacts, SMS and MMS
messages, and user's files. Likewise, all nonremoved memos, anniversaries, and meetings
defined in the calendar and also to-do entries were
extracted. It acquired all email messages that were
stored on the mobile phone. Additionally, Oxygen
Forensic Suite gathered event logs up to 30 days.
Based on the event logs and their corresponding
date and time, Timeline feature organizes and
sorts all SMS and MMS messages, emails and
Internet connections. [11]
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2.5 MOBILedit Forensic Express
MOBILedit is a forensic tool that allows
investigators to logically obtain. This tool uses
several connectivity mechanisms, especially
wireless connectivity rather than similar tools.
This software is good enough to be used to obtain
phone system information and other information
such as contacts and text messages.[12]
Mobiledit Lite is an open source tool for
mobile forensics using which address book, SMS,
Media files, Notes and Files can be analysed.
Backup of the phone can be created so that
further analysis is not carried out on the evidence
itself. The software is able to identify the IMEI
(International Mobile Equipment Identity)
number of the mobile phone. It has been
blacked out in the image for security purposes.
These are the features provided by the free
version.[13]
2.6 Andriller
Andriller is one of the software that can be
used for forensic analysis purposes on
smartphones. This application is a cross platform
application that operates on Microsoft Windows
and Ubuntu Linux. Andriller has the
ability to perform non-destructive analysis on
Android devices, such as : extracting and
decoding data automatically, unlocking the
lockscreen pattern, lifting the SMS and MMS
data, and application databases.Andriller can also
generate reports in HTML and Excel formats.
Andriller is a paid smartphone forensic software
to acquire data that can run on Windows and
Linux operating systems. Andriller has features
such as Lockscreen Decoding, Gesture Pattern
Decoding, Code-Cracking PIN Lock screen, Lock
Screen
Password
Cracking,
Bruteforce
Lockscreen Password, Decrypt Encrypted
Database, and Decrypt and Merge Multiple
Database. Andriller is a utility with a group of
forensic tools for smartphones. Part of these
bundled tools are specialized in android forensic.
It performs read-only, forensically sound, nondestructive acquisition from Android devices.
[14]

2.7 IDFIF V2
IDFIF is the latest Framework that has been
developed so that it is expected to be a standard
method of investigation by investigators because
IDFIF V2 has the flexibility to handle various
types of digital evidence.[3]
IDFIF
(Integrated
Digital
Forensic
Investigation Framework) Version 2 which is a
model for the process of investigating the digital
evidence and claimed to have complete stages and
can accommodate all stages of the cybercrime
investigation process. After analyzing the
investigation process, IDFIF V2 has several
stages that have been modified so that it has been
in accordance with the investigation procedure
and the process of confiscation of evidence
found at the crime scene. [15]
3 METHODOLOGY
In this study researchers used a case study
simulation to apply IDFIF V2 to analyze
WhatsApp on smartphones. This simulation was
carried out with the aim to test IDFIF V2 on the
WhatsApp application that is on the smartphone
to look for proof of the message to commit a crime
and make the contents of the message into
evidence.
In summary, the methods and stages of the
research carried out can be described as in Figure
1

Figure 1. Methods and Stages of Research

Figure 1 is the method there are several stages
of research are:
1. The research problem is the first step taken to
obtain and determine research topics to be
studied further. At this stage, it begins by
looking at various phenomena, events, and
information obtained in various ways.
2. The literature review is expected to explore
all the information related to the issues to be
studied and the object of the research
objectives and provide the basis for the
direction of research that will be conducted
and become the beginning of thinking for
each researcher so that research can be used
as the reference again in the future.
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3. Case Study is the process of applying IDFIF
Version 2 to Web-based WhastaApp
Messenger investigation process. as shown in
Figure 2.

Figure 2. IDFIF V2 [3]

Figure 2 , is the result of research that has
several stages in handling digital evidence, that is:
a. Preparation
It is a preparation that must be done to
conduct the investigation process in handling
digital evidence starting from the event of the case
to the making of the final report.
1) Notification: Notification of investigation
or report of a crime to law enforcers.
2) Authorization: Stages to gain access to
evidence and legal status of the inquiry
process.
3) Preparation: Preparation that includes the
availability of tools, personnel and various
needs of the investigation.

b. Incident Response
It is an activity carried out at the scene of the
case with the aim of securing the existing digital
evidence so as not to be contaminated by other
matters.
1) Securing The Scene: Conduct a mechanism
to secure crime scenes and protect the
integrity of evidence.
2) Documentation The Scene: The main
objective of this stage is to process the
crime scene, search for trigger sources
of events, search for communication or
network connections and document the
scene by taking pictures of every detail
of the scene.
3) Event Triggering: Perform a preliminary
analysis of an event process that occurred.
4) Proactive Preservation: Has 5 substages of
network trace perform trace search through
the network used by digital evidence.
a) Plug in a portable power supply is a
process of securing digital evidence
with the condition "on" so that the
power contained in digital evidence
can be maintained during the trip up
to the forensic laboratory.
b) Communication shielding is a phase
of data communication deactivation
in digital evidence so as to prevent
changes in data from outside.
c) Volatile and Non-Volatile Evidence is a
process
of
securing
digital
evidence. At the end of the proactive
Preservation stage, there is a decision
process. This stage is not called
directly into stages, but the output of
this decision is also important for the
continuity
of
the
investigation
process. From this stage, it was
decided that digital evidence should
be immediately confiscated and
further examination in the forensic
laboratory or conducted on-site
inspection to obtain an initial report
of the incident.
5) Proactive Analysis: the live analysis
stage of the inventory and build the
initial hypothesis of an event. Detection
of Incident / Crime, at this stage, is the
stage, to ensure that there has been a
violation of the law. The acquisition is
the process of data acquisition of
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inventory items so as to lighten the
workload of digital forensic analysis in
the laboratory. Preliminary Report is a
preliminary report on the proactive
investigation that has been done.
6) Seize: Perform the confiscation of digital
evidence that has been found for
further analysis.
7) Transportation: Is the process of moving
digital evidence from the scene
to the forensic digital laboratory.
c. Laboratorium Process
After the handling of digital evidence at the
scene of the case, then at this stage is to process
the data analysis of evidence that has been
obtained previously so that can be found the type
of crime that has occurred.
1) Preservation: Maintains the integrity of the
findings by using a chain of custody and
hashing functions.
2) Examination: Processing evidence to find its
relevance to events.
3) Analysis: Is a technical study and assembles
the linkages between the findings.
4) Documentation: Documentation of all
activities that have been done from the
beginning of the investigation process to the
end of the analysis process in the forensic
laboratory.
d. Presentation
This is the final stage in the process of
digital investigation. At this stage is the
process of making reports related to the
results of the analysis performed in the
previous stage and ensure that each process is
done in accordance with applicable law rules.
1) Conclusion: Summing up the results of the
investigation that has been done.
2) Reconstruction: The process of analysis and
an overall evaluation of the results of the
investigation.
3) Dissemination: The recording of the
investigation process and the records may
be disseminated to other investigators who
are conducting similar cases.
4. The conclusion is the process of all the stages
that have been done in the process of this
research from the process of handling
physical evidence and get digital but goods in
the form of variables related to the
conversation time, the content of the message
conversation, the profile of the perpetrator and

the victim on WhatsApp messenger, and the
data can be analyzed whether in accordance
with the reporting of victims and there is a
crime, to the final stage of making a final
report to be presented in court to strengthen
evidence in a crime.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The step of this research starts from the report
that goes to the police, obtains evidence, identifies
evidence, acquires evidence, looks for data that is
in evidence until it analyzes the data obtained
from the evidence and concludes it. The
identification phase is done to obtain digital
evidence obtained from the smartphone, in the
form of a database of message conversations in
the
WhatsApp
application.
After
the
identification phase, the next step is to analyze the
database that has been obtained by implementing
the Integrated Digital Forensic Investigation
Framework Version 2 (IDFIF V2). The Integrated
Digital Forensic Investigation Framework
Version 2 (IDFIF V2) can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. IDFIF V2[3]
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Figure 3.[3] step Integrated Digital Forensic
Investigation Framework Version 2 (IDFIF V2)
on the investigation, The main stages of IDFIF
Version 2 consist of 4 stages, namely preparation,
incident response, laboratory process, and
presentation which will be implemented in this
study.
4.1 Preparation: is the initial stage of the
investigation of evidence. At this stage, the
preparation of the investigation is to prepare
equipment and various documents needed. This
stage is divided into 3 sub-stages, namely:
a. Notification: People report concerns about the
circulation or sale and purchase of drugs
through WhatsApp. After reports, the
responsible authorities or police can be
determined based on the geographical criteria
for the location of the crime scene or the nature
of the crime committed. This reporting is
important because the information collected at
this stage can determine the next step in the
investigation.
b. Authorization: The authorities, namely the
police, have collaborated with related parties
to conduct investigations.
c. Preparation: The authorities, namely the
police, prepares all needs and needs in the
investigation process starting from personnel
to carry out searches in order to obtain
evidence of the perpetrator, investigation
equipment to support investigations, hardware
and software.
4.2 Incident Response: is the initial stage in the
investigation process. Because the existence of
the perpetrator has been known, the investigator
goes to the place where the perpetrator has been
known to be in the process and then carries out the
arrest procedure for the perpetrator. The incident
response stages are as follows:
a. Securing The Scene: The investigator and the
authorities carry out the process of guarding
and securing the crime scene so that in actual
circumstances such as when seen and found
officers who carry out the first action at the
crime scene so that the evidence is not lost,
damaged and unchanged such as a reduction or
addition and the location of evidence has not
changed so as not to influence the investigation
process and change the results of the
investigation so that others cannot deny it.

b. Documentation The Scene: The investigator
performs documentation at the crime scene by
photographing the crime scene and
photographing evidence found at the crime
scene. Evidence found successfully as in the
Table 1.
No
1.

Evidence
Smartphone

Table 1. Evidence
Picture
Explanation
Evercoss A28A
smartphone In a
live state,
connected to the
network, and in
the Root state.

c. Event Triggering: if the Securing The Scene
stage is that the investigator secures the crime
scene has been carried out, after that the
investigator carries out the initial analysis of
the case and looks for the cause of the crime
at the scene so that the investigator can
conclude that the type of crime committed is
not in accordance with the report It is
mandatory to further process it in a digital
forensic laboratory.
d. Proactive Preservation: The investigator
secures the Smartphone evidence found at the
scene so that the evidence can maintain the
integrity of the data contained therein until
analysis in the digital forensic laboratory.
1) Plug in portable power supply: The
investigator secures the digital evidence
on the smartphone by charging the
smartphone evidence using a portable
power supply because the smartphone
battery is not fully charged, the battery
charging process is required to use a
portable power supply to maintain the
condition of smartphone evidence in "on"
condition to the digital forensic laboratory
for further investigation to obtain
information about evidence of drug
transactions through the WhatsApp
application.
2) Communication shielding: At this stage,
the Investigator secures the smartphone
evidence found at the crime scene by
disconnecting the smartphone from the
network so that it does not experience
changes in the data on the evidence, and
the evidence found is not connected to any
network.
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e. Seize: the investigator takes action to
confiscate evidence found at the crime scene.
f. Transportation: The investigator performs
the procedure for transferring evidence,
namely the smartphone device from the
crime scene to the digital forensic laboratory
for further investigation. In this process, the
smartphone must be maintained and stored
safely to the digital forensic laboratory so that
the smartphone evidence remains in good
condition and maintained.

acquisition from malicious applications
such as viruses and spyware.
1) Acquisition: The investigator takes
digital data evidence from a
Smartphone device found at the
scene.
Acquisition Smartphone imaging
internal memory is carried out for the
acquisition process using the Oxygen
forensic suite application which is
imaging data in internal memory to
find WhatsApp conversations to find
out the perpetrator identity profile,
message information and
conversation time.
2) Storage: The investigator prepares the
storage in the designated laptop
investigator directory to store
backups of digital evidence data
coming from smartphones that have
been backed up. In this study, the
investigator has prepared a special
directory to store digital evidence of
disk evidence E: \ backup digital
evidence \ on a Laptop investigator.
The contents and form of digital
evidence will be stored in a safe and
sterile place, to ensure that digital
evidence cannot be changed because
if the digital evidence undergoes a
slight change it will change the results
of the investigation.

4.3 Laboratory Process: Process Laboratory is
the core stage of the smartphone
investigation process. At this stage, the
smartphone that has been obtained in the
previous process is analyzed to obtain
evidence related to the crime. This stage is
divided into several stages, namely:
a. Preservation: The investigator carries out
the process of securing smartphone
evidence. The condition of the
smartphone when the acquisition process
must be disconnected from the existing
network data communication. Before the
investigator acquires data, the investigator
activates the USB write blocker on the
laptop that is used to make acquisitions as
can be seen in Figure 4

b.

Figure 4. USB Writeblocker

In Figure 4 above it can be seen that the
USB write blocker on the laptop used for
the acquisition of evidence has been on or
has been active. The USB write blocker
serves as protection during the data
acquisition process to evidence. Write
blockers are needed because of the nature
of the computer operating system that
automatically changes 39 metadata files
on storage media, and in addition to
preventing the writing process of data

Examination: The investigator checks to
find evidence related to the case being
handled on the perpetrator's smartphone
device. For checking digital evidence on
smartphones by exploring digital evidence
in order to find evidence that is the
conversation about drug buying and
selling on the WhatsApp database on the
smartphone device of the perpetrator. For
the next stage, exploration of devices,
namely:
1) Digital evidence exploration
At the stage of digital evidence
exploration, namely finding the
WhatsApp database on a smartphone,
to find the WhatsApp database on a
smartphone device can be seen in
Figure 5
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storage. The buyer asks the actor whether
there is an item (drug), then the
perpetrator and the buyer plan a meeting
somewhere to conduct drug buying and
selling transactions. The message sent by
the buyer to the perpetrator can be seen in
Figure 6.

Figure 5. Database WhatsApp

In Figure 5 the Oxygen application
successfully finds the WhatsApp
application database. The WhatsApp
application database storage location
can be seen in Table 2.
Table 2. WhatsApp Database File Storage
Location
File Type
Storage location
File Name
Database
C:\data\data\com. Mgstore.db.
WhatsApp
whatsapp\databas
es

In table 2, the WhatsApp database is
explained in the laptop investigator in
the directory:
c: \ data \ data \ com.whatsapp \
databases
c. Analysis: at this stage, the investigator
conducts studies related to fraud cases and
digital evidence in the can, then the next
investigator to extract the database
contained in the laptop and smartphone
devices to be able to detail information on
the evidence in the can, the first stage of
the process of extraction against the
WhatsApp database on smartphone
devices. After carrying out the inspection
process of the smartphone, the
investigator conducts a technical review
and arranges the linkages between the
findings that exist between the actor and
the smartphone that is obtained. In some
cases, sometimes it requires the collection
of physical and logical evidence in the
form of data extraction, but in this case,
the necessary evidence is the conversation
between the perpetrator (drug dealer) and
the buyer, the time of conversation, and
the identity of the perpetrator's profile
located on the smartphone's internal

Figure 6. Proof of the Contents of
WhatsApp Conversation

In Figure 6 can be seen evidence of
conversations between perpetrators
(drug dealers) and buyers. As shown
above, the message is known as a
private message type, it can also be
seen that the message ID, direction
message, remote party (buyer number),
remote party name (buyer contact
name), text (message content), UTC
timestamp (conversation time) ),
shared
coordinates
(location
coordinates). Conversations between
actors (drug dealers) and buyers
detected by the Oxygen application are
types of private messages because they
are only done by two people. Buyers'
WhatsApp numbers detected can be
seen in the remote party column. The
contact name of the buyer has also been
detected and can be seen in the remote
party name column. All contents of
conversations between actors (drug
dealers) and buyers can be seen in the
text column. In the time stamp (UTP)
column it can be seen when the time of
the conversation occurs. Whereas the
shared coordinates column can be seen
if the perpetrator shares the location
message with the buyer. On message
ID number 373 it appears that the
perpetrator (drug dealer) sends a
picture message detected by the
Oxygen application with the name
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IMG-20181014-WA0000.
The
contents of the picture message can be
seen in Figure 7. below:

Figure 7. Picture Message

In Figure 7, it can be seen that there is
a picture of a hand on the hand, there is
one sheet of medicine that can be
ascertained based on its form is illegal
drugs. Fill in the picture message with
ID 373 in the form of a picture message
opened by the investigator using the
same application, Oxygen Forensic
SQLite Viewer. Messages with ID 381
in the share coordinates column can be
seen in Figure 6 the perpetrator sent a
location message. Coordinate message
location can be seen using Google
Maps which is integrated with the
Oxygen application can be seen in
Figure 8 below:

case that has sufficient information to be
submitted to the party parties who have
authority in the field of law. Data and
information are presented in the form of
information that can be understood and
supported with evidence in accordance
with the sufficient and acceptable crime.
The data is made in the form of a .pdf file
format with the name of the Report Report
file and can be seen in the attachment
sheet.
4.4 Presentation : A presentation is the final
stage of the investigation process. At this
stage, the handling of evidence that has been
done before, securing evidence in a safe place
and the review stage in the investigation of
evidence of a crime that has been carried out
for repairs in the next investigation process.
a. Conclusion: The evidence and information
obtained in the investigation process by
the investigator are sufficient for the
investigation team to make demands on
the conversation perpetrators of drug
buying and selling transactions through
WhatsApp media and can enter the
perpetrator into custody with evidence
that has been investigated.
b. Reconstruction: At this stage, the
investigator reconstructs based on the
findings of the investigative analysis
carried out so that the perpetrator's
activities can be known in the
conversation of drug buying and selling
through WhatsApp media.
c. Dissemination: Furthermore, in this final
step is the recording process at the
investigation stage so that if the researcher
or investigator gets a similar case, this
investigation process can be a reference in
the process of analyzing WhatsApp
forensic smartphone investigations.

Figure 8. Location of Drug Transactions

Figure 8 describes the coordinates that
can be seen on Google Maps where the
location is located.
d. Documentation: After the analysis phase of
the smartphone digital evidence found at
the crime scene, the next stage the
investigator assembles all the data and
information found at the analysis stage to
be processed into evidence in a criminal

5. CONCLUSION
WhatsApp is a popular application for social
networks where people can exchange personal
information between users. This study uses
Integrated Digital Forensic Investigation
Framework Version 2 which functions to find
digital evidence in the form of databases
originating from smartphone evidence. The
WhatsApp database that was found was then
extracted using the oxygen forensic application
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that produces information related to the
conversation time, user profile, and conversation
content. The results of the evidence found were
then made a case report, to be used as evidence in
court. Case report can be seen in Table 3.
Table 3. Case Report
Common Information
Evidence number
1
Inspector
Rahman
Case name
Drug transactions
Retail name
Evercoss A28A
IMEI
357673050823619
Serial number
SANZDWKB6RG7TTGSOV8
Software revision
4.4.4

[13]
[14]

[15]

LINE Messenger on Android Device,” vol. 16, no.
5, pp. 201–205, 2018.
R. Lohiya and P. John, “Survey on Mobile
Forensics,” vol. 118, no. 16, pp. 6–11, 2015.
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In table 3, describes the report on the investigation
of the evidence. The contents of WhatsApp
messages that have been identified contain
cybercrime, namely drug transactions. Can be
seen in Figure 6.
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ABSTRACT
The Whatsapp application is an alternative to
exchange messages because of its ease of use. The
number of WhatsApp users and security features is
available, allowing WhatsApp to be used as a
communication medium for criminal purposes such as
fraud of buying and selling online, terrorist
activities, planning murder, and other criminal
activities. Message archives stored on WhatsApp
applications installed on cellular phones can be used
by investigators as evidence to uncover crimes that use
this application as their communication media. The
mobile forensic method uses the National Institute of
Standard and Technology (NIST) with preservation,
acquisition, examination and analysis, reporting. This
study describes on the application of mobile forensics
which can be used as a reference for conducting
forensic research on whatsapp applications to obtain
evidence in the form of conversation messages by
extracting whatsapp application databases that store
encrypted conversation messages. Exploration results
using oxygen forensic and andriller assistance will be
used as research reports with the involvement of
android smartphone evidence.

WhatsApp application is a new alternative in
exchanging messages because of the ease of use. Users
can send messages freely to anyone who also uses the
WhatsApp application [5]. Can be seen in Figure 1 and
Figure 2.

Figure 1. The statistics of whatsapp user

Keywords: Android, WhatsApp, NIST, Forensics,
Mobile.

1. INTRODUCTION
Data security is very important in maintaining the
confidentiality of information, especially sensitive
information, which only authorized parties may know.
Information which is the result of processing data has
different values for each person [1]. Where the
authenticity of information is very important at the
time of delivery or when the information is received
[2].
The Android operating system is one of the
operating systems operated on smartphones [3]. Since
its development in 2005 and was first released in 2008
[4]. Android is an open source operating system,
because of the open source nature that many
developers have developed several applications that
can run on an Android system.

Figure 2. The statistics of whatsapp messages

In Figure 1 and Figure 2 will explain the number of
users of the WhatsApp application. In January 2017,
there are active WhatsApp users of 1.2 billion per
month. The number has increased compared to the
number of WhatsApp users in February 2016, which
as many as 1 billion active users each month and can
be seen graphically every month shows that whatsapp
users always experience an increase. WhatsApp
application every day to deliver message delivery as
much as 42 billion.
WhatsApp provides many features such as
message sending, group chat, video calls, file sending,
telephone, and is equipped with encryption for data
security. The number of WhatsApp users and security
features is available, allowing WhatsApp to be used as
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a communication medium for criminal purposes such
as drug trafficking, terrorist activities, murder
planning, and other criminal activities [6].

3. BASIC THEORY

This study describes the application of mobile
forensics which can be used as a reference for
conducting forensic investigations on whatsapp
applications and obtaining evidence in the form of
conversation messages by extracting whatsapp
application database that stores encrypted
conversations and then conducts forensic investigation
reports with the involvement of smartphone evidence.

Forensic meaning of the word is "presenting to
the court" while the term "forensics" is derived from
the Latin word relating to the law or apply scientific
analysis in the context of the law. Digital Forensics is
a scientific process or a scientific effort that is based
on the science of collecting, analyzing and presenting
evidence in a court proceeding to assist the disclosure
of a crime through disclosure of evidence authorized
by the laws and regulations [12].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
References [7] conducted a forensic analysis on
WhatsApp with taking evidence at Android
smartphone devices and extracting data on
smartphone devices using the python programming.
References [8] illustrates research on the
Decryption of Encrypted WhatsApp Databases on
Non-Rooted Android Devices is used in retrieving
evidence on smartphone devices with several
comparisons of data extraction tools performed to take
an approach that not only allows message recovery,
but also can help retrieve deleted messages.
References [9] conducting forensic analysis on
WhatsApp
that
successfully
extracts
chat
conversations stored in internal and external memory
using the WhatsApp key extractor and decryptor to
convert the backup database into a text database that
can be seen in the SQLite database browser.
References [10] illustrates research on conduct
comparative evaluation forensic tools that serve to
extract artifacts in the form of messages, images,
videos and documents with NIST forensic
methodology in the latest version of WhatsApp in
Android-based devices. The tools used are ADB,
WhatsApp Key/DB Extractor 4.7, and Belkasoft
Evidence (trial version). Forensic tools are tested to
run the WhatsApp database extraction and decryption
process that has been updated with .crypt12 end-toend encryption. The results of extraction, decryption,
and validation of forensic tools will be compared to
have the conclusions.
References [11] illustrates research on evaluate the
comparison results analys tools on blackberry
messenger using oxygen forensic, andriller, and
autopsy. The results of the comparison analysis of this
forensic tool will be presented at the reporting stage.
The stages of comparative analysis conducted using
NIST Mobile Forensics Framework.

3.1 Forensics

3.2 WhatsApp Messenger
WhatsApp adalah aplikasi pesan untuk
smartphone yang mampu berjalan lintas platform
diantaranya ; Apple iOS, BlackBerry, Android,
Symbian Nokia Series 40 dan Windows Phone.
WhatsApp Messenger menggunakan paket data
internet sama halnya seperti layananan email,
browsing web, dan layanan instant messengers
lainnya. Aplikasi WhatsApp Messenger menggunakan
koneksi data mobile serta WiFi untuk melangsungkan
komunikasi data, dengan menggunakan WhatsApp,
seseorang dapat melakukan obrolan online, berbagi
file, bertukar foto dan fitur lainnya yang menarik
penggunanya [13].

3.3 Oxygen Forensic
Oxygen Forensic Suite is a forensic software for
extraction and analysis of data from cell phones,
smartphones and tablets. This tool offers several hash
algorithms and one of which can be selected in each
investigation case. Oxygen Forensic Suite also has the
capability to provide general information about the
smartphone and the network that the device was
connected to. The other useful capability from this tool
is recovered all contacts, SMS, MMS, and user's files
[14].

3.4 Andriller
Andriller is a utility which consists of various
tools for serving various purposes which includes
cracking of screen lock pattern, PIN and passwords,
decoding of encrypted databases and files, data
extraction automatically and unpacking of android
backups. This tool kit solves many of mobile forensics
needs for the Android OS [14].
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4. RESEARCH METHOD
The stages of this research were conducted to
determine the extent of abuse committed in the
WhatsApp application. The method used in this study
is guided by the mobile forensic method of the
National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST)
which has several stages that writer describes can be
seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Stage of Whatsapp Messenger research.

Table 1. Specifications of Evidence
Perpetrator’s Smartphone

Victim Smartphone

4.1 Preservation
It is the initial stage which includes the process of
collecting, searching, and documenting evidence. In
this process, evidence is maintained so no data
changes occur.

4.2 Acquisition
At acquisition is the stage that performs the
imaging process or cloning a mobile device.

4.3 Examination and Analysis
The examination and analysis phase aims to
reveal and analyze the results of the acquisition stage
to obtain evidence.

4.4 Reporting
The process of compiling a summary in detail,
namely, reporting the results of the analysis includes
a description of actions that explain the selected tools
and procedures, to determine other actions that need
to be done and provide recommendations to improve
policies, procedures, equipment, and other aspects of
the forensic process [15].

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Preservation
Preservation is the initial stage in mobile forensic
methods. some steps that the investigator needs to do,
first the investigator is obliged to conduct a search,
collection and documentation of evidence data. The
sample used for testing this research as evidence
analysis is in the form of two smartphones that have
been screened as evidence in a crime case. Both
smartphones are rooted with the condition of the
active screen security feature. At this stage
documentation is carried out with both smartphones.
Can be seen at Table 1 is the result of evidentiary
specification documentation.

5.2 Acquisition
The stage of acquisition is the stage of
investigators who perform imaging on the internal
memory and external memory of the offender
smartphone and the victim's smartphone. On each
Android smartphone device the method of retrieving
data may vary depending on the type of vendor and
several other things such as the transfer protocol,
security conditions on the screen that is active or not,
and the version of the android. Types on mobile
devices and evidence data that will be carried out by
extractors generally determine tools and techniques
that can be used in case of investigation [9].
There are various ways to retrieve data on an
Android smartphone. In this study the investigator
used the help of Oxygen forensics, Whatsapp Viewer,
and Andiller. Each tool has its own advantages and
disadvantages, it is caused by the influence of the
condition of the smartphone such as root access rights,
USB debugging, screen security, vendor type, android
version, and supporting transfer protocols.

Smartphone Detection
Smartphone detection is done with oxygen
forensics and Andriller to acquire original data
obtained. In the second detection the smartphone is
connected to the PC to do an investigation on Oxygen
forensics and Andriller with active screen security
features, so that the smartphone can enable USB
debugging and both smartphones can perform the
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imaging process with the detection of smartphones on
Oxygen forensics and Andriller. Table 2 shows the
initial process of detecting smartphones with Oxygen
forensics.
Table 2. Smartphone Acquisition
by using Oxygen Forensik
Evidence
Perpetrator’s
Smartphone
Victim
Smartphone

Condition

Transfer
Protocol

External
Memory

Internal
Memory

Rooted

MTP

Detected

Detected

Rooted

MTP

Detected

Detected

Settling the data extraction stage on both
smartphones to look for evidence that will be used
by the investigator at the stage of examination &
analysis.
While the data search process carried out using
Andriller generates HTML and integrated reports
that contain all extraction data from the
perpetrator's smartphone and victim's smartphone.
Can be seen in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

On the smartphone the perpetrator and the
victim's smartphone will wait for the physical
dump process, the length of time needed depends
on how much memory is available on each
smartphone. Where the extracted memory is
internal memory and external memory, and how
much data is stored in that memory.
The data that must be extracted on the
perpetrator's smartphone is 5.46Gb. While the data
that must be extracted on the smartphone is a
victim of 14.73Gb. Can be seen in Figure 4 and
Figure 5.
Figure 6. extraction process of perpetrator’s smartphone

Figure 4. physical dumb perpetrator’s smartphone

Figure 7. extraction process of victim’s smartphone

5.3 Examination And Analysis
The stage of examination and analysis aims to
analyze the data on the results of the acquisition to
obtain data relating to whatsapp applications from the
perpetrator's smartphone and victim's smartphone. At
this stage, use some help tools to analyze the results of
the imaging data that has been done before by using
Oxygen forensics, WhatsApp Viewer, and Andriller.
Figure 5. physical dump victim’s smartphone
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Whatsapp Database Extraction
1. Extraction of Whatsapp Database with
Oxygen forensics

window in the form of a plaint text report and a link
to view the contents of the extracted report Can be
seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11.

In database extraction the results of the explorer
whatsapp folder and com.whatsapp folder are done
with Oxygen forensics to get the database results on
the perpetrator's smartphone, while the victim
smartphone will retrieve the database and whatsapp
key. Can be seen at Table 3.
Tabel 3. Folder a results Extraction and WhatsApp Data
Explorer
Evidence
Perpetrator’s
Smartphone
Victim
Smartphone

Storage
Internal
Memory
External
Memory
Internal
Memory

Folder Explorer
Data
Folder
com.whatsapp
Folder
com.whatsapp

In the data folder explored it looks the same in the
com.whatsapp folder storage. Can be seen in Figure 8.

Figure 10. Report.html in browser victim’s
Smartphone
Figure 8. Folder Storage explorer data com.whatsapp

In the data storage folder Explore com.whatsapp
there are .db files and whatsapp keys that will be
needed by the investigator. Can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9. file .db and key whatsapp at folder
com.whatsapp

2. Extraction of Whatsapp Database with
Andriller

Figure 11. Report.html in browser perpetrator’s
Smartphone

The result of extracting the database using
Andriller explores the wa.db folder. All data that has
been extracted in Andriller can be seen in the browser
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Decrpt the WhatsApp Database
1. Decrypt the WhatsApp Database with
Oxygen forensics
At the decrypt stage, whatsapp database all data
that can be decrypted by the investigator. because
whatsapp database that has been obtained is still
crypt12 encrypted. In order to open the cyprt12
investigator uses oxygen forensics to open an
encrypted WhatsApp database on the offender's
smartphone and use the help of WhatsApp Viewer to
open an encrypted WhatsApp database on the victim's
smartphone. Can be seen in Figure 12.

menu and then selecting crypt12, then selecting file.db
and whatsapp key in the storage folder. Can be seen in
Figure 15.

Figure 15. messages.decrypted whatsapp

The conversation message on the victim's
smartphone database that has been encrypted can be
opened by opening messages.decrypted whatsapp via
whatsapp viewer. Can be seen in Figure 16.

Figure 12. database in perpetrator’s smartphone

Conversation data on the perpetrator's
smartphone
can
be
viewed
directly
on
categories/massages/Privatechat. In the private chat
there is the contents of the conversation that is used as
evidence. Where data on smartphone actors do not
need to use whatsapp viewer help to view conversation
message sessions Can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13. conversation in perpetrator’s smartphone

Investigator will then decrypt the WhatsApp
database which is still crypt12 encrypted on the
victim's smartphone. The victim's smartphone
database cannot be opened only by using Oxygen
Forensics, so the process of describing the victim's
smartphone database is done using the help of
whatsapp viewer to open the conversation message.
Retrieving the database on the victim's smartphone
uses the help of ES File Explorer tools to get crypt12
and whatsapp keys. Can be seen in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Database crypt12 at victim’s smartphone

Massages.decrypted whatsapp is an encrypted
database file. Where the results of decrypting crypt12
are done using whatsapp viewer by selecting the file

Figure 16. conversation at the victim’s smartphone
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2. Decrypt the WhatsApp Database with
Andriller
The process of decrypting the WhatsApp
database using andriller assistance will be applied to
the offending smartphone and victim smartphone.
database that is still encrypted can be decrypted
without having to open the whatsapp folder and
com.whatsapp folder. Where the wa.db file is directly
extracted to md5 and from the extraction results md5
is decrypted into plain text. Can be seen in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Encrypt md5 result in plain text form

5.4 Reporting
After analyzing the smartphone of the perpetrator
and the smartphone victim, the process of applying
mobile forensics to digital artifacts on Android
smartphones related to the WhatsApp application does
not only get conversations and profile photos. Media
files that have been sent or received are audio, video,
voice note, images, and call history files. All files can
be in one conversation message, but in this study only
create conversation message scenarios that contain
text and images only. Table 4 below is important
information about the comparison of extraction and
exploratory results on whatsapp done with oxygen
forensics and andriller.

Table 4. Extraction and Exploration Data Results
Folder on Whatsapp with Oxygen forensics and Andriller.
Oxygen Forensic
Information

Andriller

Perpetrator’s
Smartphone

Victim
Smartphone

Perpetrator’s
Smartphone

Victim
Smartphone

Smartphone
Type

EverCross
A28A

Samsung
SM-G530H

EverCross
A28A

Samsung
SM-G530H

User Mobile
Number

081334
81xxxx

082242
26xxxx

-

-

Application
Version

2.18.248

2.18.248

2.18.248

2.18.248

User Name

Pelaku

Korban

0813348
1xxxx

082242
26xxxx

Whatsapp
Contact

43

568

41

501

Conversation

8

8

7

6

Encrypted
Databases

12

12

12

12

Avatar

1

1

-

-

Profile
Pictures

1

1

-

-

WhatsApp
audio

-

-

-

-

WhatsApp
calls

-

-

-

-

WhatsApp
images

-

2

2

WhatsApp
profile photo

-

-

-

-

WhatsApp
video

-

-

-

-

The extraction results from the perpetrator's
smartphone and victim's smartphone that have been
explored in the WhatsApp app conversation message
using Oxygen Forensic help get EverCross A28A and
Samsung
SM-G530H
smartphone
types,
08133481xxxx User telephone numbers and
08224226xxxx, Application Versions obtained on
both smartphones the same is 2.18.248, Username
Perpetrator’s and Victim Username, WhatsApp
contact on the offender smartphone 43 and whatsapp
contact victim 568, conversations obtained on both
smartphones are the same 8, database encryption
obtained on both smartphones is the same as cyprt12,
avatar found on both smartphones with 1, profile
photos obtained on both smartphones with 1, and
oxygen forensics did not get images in whatsapp
conversions because whatsapp data could not be
loaded. While the extraction results from the
perpetrator's smartphone and the victim's smartphone
that has been explored in whatsapp application
conversation messages using Andriller's help get the
EverCross A28A and Samsung SM-G530H
smartphone types, the Application Version obtained
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on both smartphones is 2.18.248, User Name obtained
on both smartphones use the telephone number used
08133481xxxx and 08224226xxxx, Whatsapp
contacts on the perpetrator 41 smartphone and
whatsapp contact victim 501, conversations obtained
on both smartphones are not the same 7 and 6,
database encryption obtained on both smartphones is
the same as cyprt12, andriller cannot display avatars
and photo profile, and andriller get whatsapp images
on both smartphones with the same number, namely 2.
Differences in results from oxygen forensic tools and
andriller tools are also seen in the image in the
conversation message. In figure 18, you can see the
image obtained using oxygen forensic tools, namely N
/ A, which means there is a message received but the
message is empty. While in figure 19 shows the results
of the images obtained using andriller tools, which are
text messages that show the existence of image
messages, image storage folders on whatsapp, and the
size of images sent / received.

Figure 18. Image result from tools oxygen forensik

Figure 20. Categories contacts

The WhatsApp application automatically backs
up conversations every day at 2:00 am in a SQLite3
database and when there are changes to the addition or
removal of WhatsApp application conversations. The
conversation will be backed up automatically at 2:00
a.m. with a different date. Whatsapp application data
is in two folders, the first folder is the com.whatsapp
folder contained in the \ data \ data \ com.whatsapp
directory in the Android system partition, while the
second folder is the whatsapp folder which is in
internal memory and SD Card with cyprt12 extension.
To access the WhatsApp folder, which is located
on the internal memory or SD card, you don't need to
need root privileges, even ordinary users can open the
WhatsApp folder. In the WhatsApp folder there is a
media file that has been sent or received on the
WhatsApp application and there is an encrypted
conversation database. the database cannot be opened
without using root privileges and whatsapp keys to
open the wa.db file to decrypt the message. Can be
seen in Figure 21.

Figure 19. Image result from tools andriller

In
the
\data\data\com.whatsapp\databases\
directory There are several unencrypted databases and
in the \data\data\com.whatsapp\avatar\files\ directory
there are thumbnails of user profile photos and
contacts on the whatsapp application. To view avatars
and other media files such as photos, videos and more
can be opened at oxygen forensics.
To see cell phone contacts can be seen through
the whtasapp application file that has been extracted
with oxygen forensics in the categories contacts. In the
categories contacts there are not only whatsapp user
contacts, there are also contacts stored on the
smartphone. In addition, there is also information
about the identity of users of the WhatsApp
application that is read in the categories contacts.
The categories of contacts are located in the
wa.db file storage which can be opened in the oxygen
forensic application. Can be seen in Figure 20.

Figure 21. File wa.db at SQLite3 database

Techniques in decrypting the database
application WhatsApp has different ways, depending
on the type of smartphone and the type of encryption
used. In whatsapp viewer to use crypt8 encryption
type and crypt12 must use Key to decrypt the database.
The crypt8 and crypt12 encrypted database cannot be
decrypted using the Key on a different smartphone,
where each smartphone installed by the WhatsApp
application will create a unique Key that can only be
used by the smartphone itself. Some Android
smartphones cannot do imaging on system partitions
and internal memory, this is one of the obstacles in
conducting mobile forensics on the Android platform.
And there are several other things that make mobile
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forensic processes more difficult to do, namely if the
smartphone's SD card has been encrypted, so the
process will become more complicated, besides if the
internal or external memory has been repeatedly
formatted, it is only less likely to get data the desired
data is returned, due to limited memory space which
results in the old data being accumulated with new.
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6 CONCLUSION
The mobile Forensic application whatsapp
application on an Android-based smartphone is used
to get digital evidence on the whtasapp application
installed on the offender's smartphone and the victim's
smartphone. On both smartphones different artifacts
were carried out by using oxygen forensic and
andriller help to open the crypt12 database, which
showed conversational data suspected of being a crime
or fraud committed. With the application of mobile
forensic analysis, this study succeeded in obtaining
artifact evidence in the form of exploration of
smartphone data reports such as chat sessions, avatars,
contacts on whatsapp applications, status on
whatsapp, and also getting whatsapp media files and
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ABSTRACT
Virtual storage through the cloud system has
continued to grow since 2014.[1] Google Drive is a
storage service created by Google on April 24, 2012,
with a storage service of 15GB which is provided free
of charge and can be added with certain payments. As
of March 2017, Google Drive has more than 800
million active monthly users with a total of several
billion users. But on the other hand, not a few people
are also abusing the Google Drive application for acts
of fraud or crime. The handling of crimes involving
digital devices needs to be emphasized so that they can
assist in the judicial process. With the Integrated
Digital Forensics Investigation Framework v2
method, it can be a way for digital forensics to get
digital evidence on smartphones.

KEYWORD
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1 INTRODUCTION
Virtual storage through the cloud system
has continued to grow since 2014. The data
posted on the Gartner website shows the
estimated number of cloud users in 2014 was
1.136 million. The number continues to increase
until 2016 which reached 1.561 million. In 2017,
Gartner estimates that the number will reach 1.8
million or stand at 1.754 million. The upward
trend will continue until 2020. Over the next
three years, the data research company estimates
that there will be cloud users reaching 2.309
million. That is, in 2020 there will be an increase
of 555 million users. Meanwhile, in Indonesia
most people are familiar with the cloud storage
system through several services such as Dropbox,
Google Drive, or Apple's iCloud. Although it
does not have exact data on the number of users,
Google's services are believed to be the best-

selling.[2] Google Drive is a storage service
created by Google on April 24, 2012, with a
storage service of 15GB which is provided free of
charge and can be added with certain
payments.[3]
Looking at the data comparison of cloud
storage users, Google Drive is the storage media
application with the most users.[4] Therefore, it is
probable that the risk of crime is related to Google
Drive storage media. Handling crime cases
related to the use of information technology often
requires forensics. Forensics is an activity to
conduct investigations and establish facts related
to criminal incidents and other legal issues.
Digital Forensics is a part of forensic science that
encompasses the discovery and investigation of
material (data) found on digital devices
(computers, mobile phones, tablets, PDAs, networking devices, storage, and the like). [5]
Seeing from problems that occur such as
the rise of digital crime cases related to the
Google Drive application. So the research was
conducted by making a smartphone theft case
scenario that is still connected to the victim's
Google Drive account by implementing Mobile
Forensics on Google Drive cloud storage with the
Integrated Digital Forensics Investigation
Framework version 2 in order to help obtain
digital evidence and is expected to provide
solutions to several problems in digital crime
cases related to the Google Drive application.
Integrated Digital Forensics Investigation
Framework version 2 (IDFIF v2). Integrated
Digital Forensics Investigation Framework
version 2 (IDFIF v2) is the latest framework that
has been developed so that it is expected to
become a standard investigative method for
investigators because IDFIF v2 has the flexibility
in handling various types of digital evidence. [6]
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
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2.1 Digital Forensics
Digital Forensics is an activity to conduct
investigations and establish facts relating to
criminal incidents and other legal issues. Digital
Forensics is a part of forensic science that
encompasses the discovery and investigation of
material (data) found on digital devices
(computers, mobile phones, tablets, PDAs, networking devices, storage, and the like). [5]
Net-working

Computers

Laptop
Investigation

Investigator

PDAs
Storage

Tablets

Phones

Figure 1. Digital Forensics Illustration

In figure 1 explains about the digital forensic
illustration. Starting from the investigator
investigating data found on digital devices such as
computers, mobile phones, tablets, PDAs, networking devices, storage, and the like.
2.2 Mobile Forensics
Mobile phone forensics is the science that
carries out the process of recovering digital
evidence from mobile devices using methods that
are suitable for forensic conditions. [7]
2.3 Cloud Storage
Cloud Storage is a paradigm where
information is permanently stored on the server
and temporarily stored on the user's computer
(client) including desktops, tablet computers,
notebooks, wall computers, handhelds, sensors,
monitors and others. How it works Cloud Storage
is the user can access files, data, programs and
services in a web browser via the internet
provided by the ISP. Users only pay for
computing resources and services used. [8]
2.4 Google Drive
Google Drive application is Google's
online storage service that was launched on April
24, 2012. Google Drive is a data storage
application that can be used anywhere and

anytime with a computer, laptop or cellphone
connected to the internet network. Google Drive
application provides a free storage capacity of 15
GB and is not only used for storage, but is also
used for sharing documents and makes it easy to
edit documents that have been received from
other parties. [9]
2.5 Evidence
Evidence is a very important part in a
crime case. From this evidence the investigation
team and forensic analysts can uncover the case
in complete chronology. [10]
2.6 Oxygen Forensics Suite
Oxygen Forensic Suite provides general
information about the smartphone and the
network the device is connected to. This tool can
restore all contacts, SMS and MMS messages,
and user files. Likewise, all memos, alerts, and
schedules that are not deleted, which are specified
in the calendar and also the agenda must be
extracted. This tool can get all e-mail messages
stored on the cellphone. In addition, Oxygen
Forensic Suite can collect event logs for up to 30
days. Based on the event log and the
corresponding date and time, the timeline feature
organizes and sorts all SMS and MMS messages,
e-mail and internet connections. [11]
2.7 MOBILedit
MOBILedit is a forensic tool that allows
investigators to logically obtain it. This tool uses
several connectivity mechanisms, mainly
wireless connectivity rather than similar devices.
This software is good enough to be used to obtain
telephone system information and other
information such as contacts and text
messages.[12]
2.8 IDFIF V2
The
Integrated
Digital
Forensic
Investigation Framework v2 (IDFIF) is the latest
framework developed so that it can be used for the
smartphone investigation process. In general, the
stages of the investigation process of digital
evidence, whether computers or smartphones,
have 4 (four) main stages, namely preparation
(pre-process), if the crime scene (proactive
process), examination of evidence in digital
forensics (reactive process) laboratories and
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report on the results of examination of digital
evidence (post-pocess). The results of the
investigation in the process of handling the
evidence that has been obtained because the
framework has the flexibility in handling digital
evidence found by the crime scene. [6]
3 METHODOLOGY
In this study, the stages of case scenarios
are conducted to try to implement the IDFIF V2
framework for the cloud forensic investigation
process. The case scenario aims to test the IDFIF
V2 framework process on smartphone evidence.
The following is a picture of case scenarios and
stages of research.

Figure 2. Case scenario

In Figure 2 explained that the victim's smartphone
was stolen by the perpetrator. The perpetrator
took the victim's smartphone while the
smartphone is online and the smartphone is still
connected to the victim's Google Drive account.
The perpetrator was caught a few days after
selling the victim's smartphone. The smartphone
was confiscated by an officer at the place of the
buyer who accidentally bought the stolen item.
Then the smartphone is handed over to the
investigator to be analyzed and later will be used
as evidence in the trial process. After the
investigator analyzes the victim's smartphone
evidence, the victim entrusts his Google Drive
account to be opened on the investigator's laptop
to authenticate the results of the analysis between
the smartphone and laptop so that it is valid and
can later be presented in the form of reporting the
results of the analysis that can be used as a
reference to prove the perpetrators of theft . After
the case scenario is known it will be implemented

with the IDFIF v2 stage. The following is a
picture of the stages of IDFIF v2.

Figure 3. Stages of IDFIF V2

In Figure 3 is the result of research that has several
stages in the handling of digital evidence, namely:
a. Preparation
Is a preparation that must be done to carry out
an investigation in the handling of digital
evidence starting from the processing of the
crime scene to making the final report.
b. Incident Response
It is an activity carried out at the crime scene
with the aim of securing existing digital
evidence so that it is not contaminated by
other things.
c. Laboratorium Process
After handling digital evidence at the scene
of crime, then at this stage it is a process of
analyzing data on evidence that has been
obtained previously so that it can be found
the type of crime that has occurred.
d. Presentation
Is the final stage in the digital investigation
process. At this stage is the process of making
a report related to the results of the analysis
carried out in the previous stage and ensuring
that each process is carried out in accordance
with applicable law.
Conclusion is the conclusion of all stages that
have been carried out in this research process
from the process of handling physical
evidence and obtaining digital evidence in
the form of a photo file which contains
information on the date, time and coordinates
of the location where the photo was taken.
The data can be analyzed whether it is in
accordance with the victim's report and there
is a crime, up to the last stage which is to
make the final report so that it can be
presented in court to strengthen the evidence
of a crime.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At this stage it starts with a smartphone
theft case scenario where the Google Drive
account is still connected. After the perpetrators
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are caught and smartphone evidence is obtained,
the investigator will identify and analyze
smartphone evidence to obtain digital evidence by
acquiring and extracting processes. The stages of
investigation and evidence analysis use the
application of the IDFIF v2 method to resolve
theft cases in this study. The stages used in the
investigation can be seen in Figure 3
1. Preparation
1.1 Notification

1.2 Authorization

Device Already
Seized?

1.3 Preparation

Yes

No

2. Incident Response
2.1 Securing The Scene
Device On

2.4.1 Network Trace

2.2 Documentation The
Scene

Yes
2.4.2 Plug In Portable Power
Suply

2.4 Proactive
Preservation

2.3 Event Trigering

No

2.4.3 Communication
Shielding

Sufficient
Time?

PC/Desktop
2.4.4 Volatile
Evidence

2.5 Proactive Analysis
2.5.1 Detection of Incident/
Crime

2.4.5 Non Volatile
Evidence

Device Type?

2.5.2 Acquicition

PDA

2.5.3 Prelaminary Report

2.6 Seize

2.7. Transportation

yes

4. Presentation

Device Already
Acquicition ?

3. Laboratorium Process
3.2 Examination

4.2 Recontruction

3.3 Analysis

4.3 Dissemination

3.3 Documentation

No

4.1 Conclution

3.1 pelestarian
3.1.1 Acquisition

3.1.2 Storage

Figure 4. Stages of IDFIF V2 investigation

Figure 4 is the IDFIF v2 stage of the investigation,
there are 4 main stages namely Preparation,
Incident response, Process Laboratory and
Presentation which will be implemented in this
study. But the writer will focus more on the third
stage, the Laboratory Process stage.
4.1 Preparation: is the initial stage of the digital
evidence investigation process, especially in the
investigation of notebooks and smartphones. At
this stage various preparations were made in the
investigation process both from the equipment
and also the necessary documents. This stage is
divided into 3 sub-stages:
a. Notification: The victim reported a crime that
was a case of smartphone theft that was
experienced by the authorities, namely law
enforcement, so that it was followed up in

order to carry out an investigation process. In
this case the victim reported the stolen
property, the time and location of the theft.
This reporting is important because the
information collected at this stage can
determine the next step in the investigation.
b. Authorization: The authorities are the law
enforcers cooperate and process permits to
the surrounding community and victims to
get the right of access to evidence and legal
status.
c. Preparation: The authorities, namely law
enforcement, prepare all the needs and needs
in the investigation process to start from
carrying out a search in order to obtain
evidence, investigation equipment to support
the investigation activities, hardware and
software.
4.2 Incident Response: is the initial stage of the
investigation process. Because the whereabouts
of the perpetrators of the theft are known, the
investigator goes to the place where the
perpetrators are known to be further processed
and carry out arrest procedures for the theft of the
smartphone. The stages of incident response are
as follows:
a. Securing the scene: The investigator carries
out the process of safeguarding and securing
the crime scene so that it is in real condition
as seen and discovered by officers who carry
out the first act at the scene so that the
evidence is not lost, undamaged and
unchanged such as reduction or addition and
the location and whereabouts of the evidence
do not change so as not to affect the
investigation process so that others cannot be
denied.
b. Documentation the scene: Investigators
document at the scene by taking photos of the
crime scene and evidence found at the crime
scene. Evidence found as in table 1
Table 1. Evidence
Name of
evidence
Stolen
victim's
smartphone

Figure

Information
The
smartphone
is rooted,
and not in
screen
security
mode
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c.

Table 1 is evidence that can include
smartphone evidence found at the crime
scene and all supporting evidence at the
crime scene without directly touching the
evidence so that the investigator's fingerprint
is not traceable to the evidence, and so as not
to damage the authenticity of the evidence.

smartphone device from the crime scene to a
digital forensic laboratory for further
investigation. In this process, the smartphone
must be kept and stored safely to the digital
forensic laboratory so that the smartphone
evidence remains in good condition and
maintained its condition and authenticity.

Event triggering: If the previous stage of
securing the scene where the investigator
secures the crime scene has been carried out,
at this stage the investigator carries out the
initial analysis process for a theft that
occurred at the crime scene and looks for the
cause of the crime at the crime scene so that
the investigator can conclude while the type
of crime was committed in the future in
further processing in the digital forensic
laboratory. The specifications of the evidence
of the perpetrators are in Table 2

4.3 Laboratorium Process: is the stage and the
core discussion of the smartphone investigation
process. In Figure 4 below are the stages of the
laboratory process.
3. Laboratorium Process

No

3.2 Examinatio n

3.1 pelestarian

3.3 Analysis

3.1.1 Acqu isition

3.1.2 Storag e
3.3 Documentatio n

Table 2. Evidence Specifications Table
Evidence
Model
Imei
OS
Number
version
CHMSmartphone
866778020201319 5.1.1
001

d.

Proactive preservation: Investigators secure
Smartphone evidence found at the crime
scene so that the evidence is maintained for
the integrity of the data contained in it until
analysis in the digital forensic laboratory.
1) Plug in portable power supply:
Investigators safeguard digital evidence
on smartphones by charging the
smartphone evidence using a portable
power supply to maintain the condition of
smartphone evidence on "condition" to the
digital forensic laboratory for further
investigation to obtain information about
crime evidence fraud.
2) Communication shielding: at this stage the
investigator secures smartphone evidence
found at the crime scene by interrupting
the network of the smartphone so that it
does not experience data changes on the
evidence.
e. Seize: The investigator seized the evidence
that was found at the crime scene.
f. Transportation: Investigators carry out the
procedure of transferring evidence that is a

Figure 5. Stages of Laboratory Processes

In Figure 5 the evidence in the form of a
smartphone has been obtained in the previous
process. Then a series of stages of activities will
be carried out to obtain evidence related to the
crime that occurred. This stage is divided into
several stages, namely:
a. Preservation: Investigators carry out the
process of securing smartphone evidence.
The condition of the smartphone when in the
process of acquisition must be disconnected
from existing data communications.
1) Acquisition: Investigators take digital
evidence from smartphone devices
found at crime scenes. In this process,
imaging is done using tools that are
MOBILedit and Oxygen Forensics Suite
tools as a tool for the process of copying
data on a smartphone as well as a way to
secure evidence so that the data we
analyze can be compared with the
original. With these tools it is possible to
do all file imaging inside a smartphone
but to get more access rights the
smartphone must be in a root state,
besides that the type and vendor of the
smartphone can affect the access rights
and exploration restrictions on a
smartphone that is already in a root state.
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b.

2) Storage: Investigators prepare storage in
the investigator notebook directory that
has been determined to store data
backups of digital smartphone items that
have been backed up. In this study, the
investigator has prepared a special
directory to store digital evidence,
namely the disk F: \ on the investigator's
notebook. The contents of the form of
digital evidence will be stored in a safe
and sterile place, to ensure the digital
evidence obtained does not experience
changes, because if the digital evidence
has a slight change it will change the
results of the investigation.
Examination: Investigators conducted an
examination to find evidence related to the
case being handled on the stolen victim's
smartphone device. For the examination of
digital evidence on smartphones by exploring
digital evidence in order to find evidence that
is a photo file in which the time and location
are listed on the stolen victim's smartphone.
For the next stage, exploration of the device,
namely:
1) Explore smartphone digital evidence with
Oxygen Forensics Tools
At the exploration stage of digital
smartphone evidence finding key files in
the form of photo files, to find the location
of photo files on smartphone devices can
be seen in Figure 5

location and time when the perpetrator
sold the victim's smartphone to someone
else.
2) Explore smartphone digital evidence with
MOBILedit Tools
At the exploration stage of digital
smartphone evidence, namely finding key
files in the form of photo files, to find the
location of photo files on smartphone
devices can be seen in Figure 6

Figure 7. Location of digital evidence files

In Figure 7 is the location of the evidence file
in the form of a photo file contained in C: \
data \ media \ 0 \ DCIM \ Camera's internal
memory. In this MOBILedit tool after the
imaging process it will automatically
automatically become a PDF file, and the
search trace will be written on Notepad.
c. Analysis: At this stage the investigator
conducts a study related to cases of
smartphone theft and digital evidence
obtained. Then after the evidence is acquired,
the investigator conducts an extraction and
analysis in order to obtain detailed
information on the evidence obtained.
1) Data analysis via Oxygen Forensics tools
At the stage of extracting and analyzing
smartphone evidence through Oxygen
Forensics tools, the evidence file, which is
a photo file, contains information about
the time and location where the
information is very important in order to
track the state of the smartphone changing
hands. In Figure 7 below is a display after
the acquisition process.

Figure 6. Location of digital evidence files

Figure 6 is the location of the photo file,
contained in C: \ data \ media \ 0 \ DCIM \
Camera's internal memory, in the form of
a photo file containing information on the
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Figure 8. Display After the Acquisition Process

In Figure 8 is a display on the Oxygen
Forensics tool where there is important
information that is the time and location
coordinates when the perpetrators carry
out the sale of the stolen smartphone to the
buyer. In Figure 8 below is a picture
showing the coordinates of the location
with maps in the Oxygen Forensics tool.

Figure 10. Display After the Acquisition Process

Figure 10 shows the MOBILedit tool in
the reporting data section after the device
has been acquired. The picture above
shows the time when the photo was taken
and the coordinates of the location where
the picture was taken by the thief. Time
and location information like this is very
important to support the evidence that the
perpetrators actually committed theft. In
Figure 10 below is a picture showing the
coordinates of the location with maps in
the MOBILedit tool

Figure 9. Display Location Through Maps on
Tools Oxygen Forensics

Figure 9 shows the location of the photo
file taken, with this Oxygen Forensics tool
the investigator can see the coordinates
and can see the location through the
existing maps feature. By looking at the
location, the investigator can ascertain the
condition of the stolen property at that
time so that it can be used as a
reinforcement that the perpetrators have
actually committed a theft crime..
2) Data analysis via the MOBILedit tools
At the stage of extracting and analyzing
smartphone evidence through the
MOBILedit tool, it cannot display the
location with maps, but the coordinates
and time are still traceable. The following
picture 9 is the result of the acquisition
process with MOBILedit tools.

Figure 11. Display Location Through Maps on
MOBILedit Tools

In Figure 11 is a picture of the location of
the photo file taken, with this MOBILedit
tool the investigator can see the
coordinates and can see the location
through the existing maps feature.
After finding out the location of the
evidence,
the
investigator
then
authenticated the photo data on the
victim's smartphone and the victim's
Google Drive account which was opened
in the investigator's notebook. Following
the results of matching data and can be
seen in table 3
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Table 3. Matching Smartphone and Google
Drive Data
Smart Google
File name
Photo
phone Drive
IMG_20181126
_144223

v

v

IMG_20181126
_145136

v

v

IMG_20181201
_113853

v

v

IMG_20181215
_210839

v

v

IMG_20181215
_211207

v

v

IMG_20181215
_211727

v

v

IMG_20181216
_201225

v

v

In Table 3 above is the result of matching
photo file data that is on the victim's stolen
smartphone with a photo file entered on
the victim's Google Drive account that has
been opened on the investigator's
notebook.
d. Documentation: After the Analysis phase of
digital smartphone evidence found at the crime
scene, the next stage the investigator
assembles all data and information found at the
analysis stage to be processed as evidence in a
crime case that has sufficient information to be
submitted to parties who have authority in the
field of law. Data and information are
presented in the form of information that can
be understood and supported by evidence in
accordance with sufficient and acceptable
crime.
4.4 Presentation: is the final stage of the
investigation process. At this stage the
handling of evidence that has been done
before, securing evidence in a safe place and
the review stage in the investigation of
evidence of criminal acts that have been

carried out for improvement in the process of
further investigation.
a. Conclusion:
evidence
and
information
obtained
in
the
investigation process by the
investigator in the form of physical
and digital evidence. Digital
evidence obtained at the laboratory
process stage of the investigator
found indications of digital evidence
in the form of a photo file on a
smartphone device that contained
information on the location and time
when the thief sold the stolen
smartphone.
b. The smartphone must be rooted if
you want to get the evidence file. If
the smartphone is not rooted, the
extraction process will continue but
will not get any results or the data is
empty as in table 4
Table 4. Comparison of Tool Results

Contact
SMS
conversati
on
Email
Call
Photo
File Audio
File Video
Document
Password
GPS
Location
Web
Browsing
History
Web
Search
History
Bookmark
s
Drive
Cookies

Oxy
gen
Foren
sics

MOBILe
dit

v

v

Oxy
gen
Forens
ics
(un
root)
-

v

v

-

-

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

v
v
v
v
v
v
v

-

-

v

v

-

-

v

v

-

-

v

v

-

-

v

v

-

-

v
v

v
-

-

-

MOBILe
dit
(Unroot)
-
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Table 4 above explains the comparison
between smartphones that are already in the
root state and not in the root state, and
explains the comparison of the results
between the Oxygen Forensics tools and the
MOBILedit tools..
c. Reconstruction: At this stage the investigator
reconstructs based on the findings of the
investigative analysis carried out so that the
perpetrators' activities can be identified in
committing the theft of a crime on the
victim's smartphone.
d. Dissemination: Furthermore, at this final
stage is the process of recording the
investigation process and the record can be
disseminated to other investigators, so that if
another researcher or investigator gets a
similar case, this investigation process can
become a reference in the analysis process
forensic investigation of an android
smartphone.
5 CONCLUSION
Evidence and information obtained in the
investigation process by investigators in the form
of physical and digital evidence. Digital evidence
obtained at the laboratory process stage of the
investigator found indications of digital evidence
in the form of a photo file on a smartphone device
that contained information on the location and
time when the thief sold the stolen smartphone.
Digital evidence data on a smartphone is
compared with data available on the victim's
google drive through the investigator's notebook.
Smartphone evidence must be rooted if you want
to get the evidence file. If the smartphone is not
rooted, the extraction process will continue but
will not get any results or data is empty.
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Abstract
A vast variety of users include information
technology by using electronic devices in their
daily life for business and personal tasks. This
era is device dominating and every data and
information is stored in electronic devices such
as email addresses, phone numbers, sensitive
information, bank details or passwords etc.
Thus, it appeals to cybercriminals who are
personal or national competitors to gain secured
and inscribed data through illegal means like
destruction or hacking. This illegal access to
data and information can be used by them to fill
their commercial and economic needs. With
recent development in technology, more
dangerous and reformed crimes are rising every
-day. This article is to highlight current position
of these crimes throughout the world. This will
also bring light on current crime laws
internationally and their part in executing
cybercriminals.
The evidence of digital with physical evidence
leads to great investigation process and obtained
results are quite helpful. Different types of law
enforcements, private inspection agencies, and
different parties use both kinds of data to have
valuable outcomes. The arrival of cybercrimes
with digital development is progressing in newer
problems. Recently, the most significant issue is
procedures and methods used by digital forensic
investigators to be considered in the court of law
and allow appropriate measures to execute the
criminals.

Keywords: Cyber laws, Cybercrime, Digital
forensics, Digital investigations, Evidence
collection, Information Technology
1. Introduction
A wide variety of users incorporate the use of
information technology in their routine life by
utilizing electronic devices for personal or
business related tasks. This is currently the age
of digital dominance and every piece of user
data is stored on the electronic gadgets and
devices in different format such as phone
numbers, email addresses, and passwords,
banking details, sensitive documents, images,
videos etc.
Thus naturally, it appeals to the cybercriminals
including personal or business oppositions or
national rivals to get access to the encrypted and
secured data through unfair means like hacking,
destruction or pilferage. This unlawful access to
information can used by the cybercriminals to
satiate their economic, information, or
commercial
needs.
With
the
recent
advancements in the technological realm, newer,
more reformed and more dangerous crimes are
surfacing with each passing day thanks to these
modern criminals and with the subpar securities
and encryptions, these crimes are inevitable.
The significant transformation in the digital
world is giving rise to the urgency of creating
better cyber laws, digital investigative
techniques, unique forensic processes and tools
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for enabling the acceptance and presentation of
acquired evidence in the courts. Currently, the
digital forensic investigations and evidence
extraction are dependent on the foundational
cyber laws and legal prosecution system. The
former cyber laws have becomes obsolete in this
regard, and are not effective and useful for
prevailing modern cybercrimes.
There are many challenges to overcome cybercrimes successfully, to prevent such crimes
education and public awareness is necessary.
Due to lack of awareness of existing cybercrimes in Pakistani society, the general public is
facing many problems. Even the law
enforcement agencies are unaware of these
crimes due to complex nature of these crimes.
Therefore, the proper understanding of such
crimes is necessary to control them.
Without knowing them, we cannot make
adequate laws to punish the criminals. New tools
for enforcing gambling laws on the Internet are
necessary and to enact law to prohibit wire
transfers to Internet gambling sites or the banks
which represent such sites.
Besides, online consumer protection legislation
should be introduced to protect the online
consumer and online business industry.
Moreover, goods are not provided as per
standard or not delivered, consumer protection is
also mandatory. Illegal purchase and sale of
goods on the internet shall also be prohibited.
Utilizing the earlier digital forensic techniques
to gather evidence from criminal electronics and
servers has become difficult and more often, is
not acceptable in the court of law. A lot of times,
the digital investigators fail to follow the
evidence extraction and technicalities and
formalities of data representation which further
complicate the main intention of digital forensic
analysis [1]. Thus, it becomes essential to
incorporate a framework in digital investigations
that would help mitigate and mediate the
frequently occurring legal complications.

The presentation of extracted digital data and
evidence is a difficult task to accomplish when it
comes to admissibility in the court. The process
requires going through various procedures and
following technicalities in order to retain the
originality of the electronic evidence per the
cyber laws. Experts that provide appropriate
measures to gather the digital evidence and
prepare reports for the court have presented
numerous digital forensic models. However,
even with their proper standard protocol, there
are some loopholes and discrepancies in the
available structures as they do not introduce the
relevant human support required for each step of
the models. In fact, judges nowadays have little
to no knowledge or expertise in dealing with
issues regarding electronic evidence (or in other
words, cybercrimes) and many of them do want
to get appropriate knowledge in order to perform
well in courts and convict the criminals easily
[2]. In short, there is a significant gap observed
between the technical elements of the legal
procedures and digital data gathering processes.
The main purpose of this paper is to highlight
the nature and current stage of cybercrimes
occurring within and outside Pakistan. How they
are posing imminent complications and issues
for the court of law to handle their cases. The
paper will also shed light on current cybercrime
laws existing internationally and within Pakistan
and their role and helpfulness in prosecuting
cybercriminals.
2. Cybercrimes in Digital Forensics
The combination of digital evidence with
physical evidence leads to terrific investigation
processes and the results thus gained are quite
useful. Various types of private inspection
agencies, law enforcement groups, and other
separate parties make use of both kinds of
evidence in order to gain valuable outcomes.
Digital forensics is continuously flourishing
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because of the increase in popularity of the
internet and age of electronic devices.
With the modifications in the nature of crimes
and especially, the advent of cybercrimes
coupled with digital advancements is developing
newer issues in the digital forensic sciences.
Currently, the most considerable problem is the
methods and procedures used by digital forensic
investigators in order to get admissible digital
data that would be accepted in the court of law
and enable appropriate measures for the
prosecution of the criminals [3].
For this purpose, several digital forensic
investigation models have proposed over the
years. They assist in the acquisition of digital
evidence from multiple electronic devices such
as computers or gadgets being used by the
criminals, by causing least harm to the data of
their activities and meta-information that might
have triggered any cybercrimes [4].
Cloud computing in the current era has an
integral role in the field if Information
technology among the masses. But due to this
increasing popularity, it is also serving as a hub
for criminal activities as they use this technology
for their own agenda. They utilize the cloud
computing source for storing illegal and
incriminating data [5].
A number of difficulties occur while
accommodating, inspecting or presenting the
digital evidence gathered from the cloud
sources. Some digital data is stored in encrypted
form while the other is stored in non-encrypted
form. Either of these forms of digital data makes
the evidence in cloud extremely complex and
processing becomes time-consuming [6].
Digital forensic investigation authorities
incorporate two main types of models for their
inspections. McKemmish put the first model
forward while Gunsch, Carr, and Reith
presented the second one. Investigation model

contains four processes that are identification,
preservation, analysis, and representation of
evidence. The Gunsch, Carr, and Reith model,
presented in 2002, contains more steps than
McKemmish’s model and is far more elaborate
and detailed. It includes nine steps, namely
identification,
preparation,
approach,
preservation, collection, examination, analysis,
presentation, and return of the digital evidence
[7].
The problem with these models is that most of
the times, the digital evidence gets distorted or
destructed due to technical issues in extraction
or preservation of data, that not only causes loss
of critical information but also causes
inadmissibility of the evidence in the court of
law. On the other hand, some of these advanced
electronic devices and internet programs have
been designed especially to hide the identity and
the source or location of the criminals who are
committing cybercrimes online or offline [8].
2.1.

Case Scenario

For example, an organization is hacked, external
parties penetrate their sensitive data, and they
not only gather the private information about
you and your clients but also illegally add a
virus program to your organization’s computers.
Through the incorporation of a new detection
security system, your organization IT experts
find the cause of the criminal activity. However,
when it comes to the prosecution in court of law,
your evidence is deem inadmissible or rejected
by the opposition saying that the detection
system is doubtful and arguable and the
information gathered is useless.
To top it all, the judge agrees with the
opposition and your evidence is not only reject,
but also the ones being prosecute sues your
organization for defaming them and attempt for
imprisonment under false pretenses. In short, it
leaves your organization in the worst position
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only because of the lack of seriousness on care
to details by the court of law and the
complications of legal rules related to the
extraction, collection and presentation of digital
evidence.

computers. The first type of crime is when the
electronic device itself is a target of the
criminals and they want to attack the computers
in order to steal sensitive data or replace it with
their own version of data.

2.2. Critique on the 2016 Cyber Crime
Bill

They can also attack the computers for
promoting viruses. The second type of crime is
when the electronic device or computer is just
used a source to propagate the main crime such
as child pornography videos, releasing personal
data for public use or frauds. In the third type of
crime, the computers may used primarily for
committing a crime for example as a storage
device for fraudulent or stolen data [12].

Forwarded an excellent detailed critique on the
2016 Cyber Crime Bill passed in Pakistan by the
National Assembly (NA) members [9]. The bill
passed in response to the increasing cybercrime
rate within the country and the continuous
reports and complaints of the public against the
perpetrators. The authorities recognized the
needs for a proper cybercrime bill, to not only
reduce the crime rate but also to determine the
foundations on which the criminals could be
prosecute.
In his paper, H. Baloch [10] stated that there was
a significant lack of explanation of difficult
terminologies used in the bill, which could serve
as grounds for creating further complications by
being interpret in a variety of aspects. This way,
the defense lawyers could use it to their own
advantage and the case would be destroying
before it even starts. Secondly, he pointed out
that on various occasions, the term
“unauthorized access” was criminalize but was
faile to be explained for the masses.
This gives the perpetrators full opportunity to
find admissible loopholes in their case and use it
to defend them. Furthermore, he claimed that the
cybercrime bill had no appropriate directions to
take for people who copied, transferred or got
access to governmental, academic or other
sensitive material illegally or without the
permissions of the authors or organizations [11].
3. Types of Cybercrimes
Nowadays, there are three main kinds of
perpetrations caused by cyber criminals through

Thus, in short, criminals have multiple options
in this fast-paced era to commit crimes from
different approaches. Thus, it is essential for the
law to modify the cyber laws accordingly so that
the evidence gathered to prosecute these
perpetrators could accept in the courts.
Therefore, it is safe to say that there are various
types of cybercrimes and while they all have one
thing in common, that is the use of a computer,
they have major differences in the nature and
reasons of the crime. The current three top
cybercrimes are as follows:
3.1. Financial Crimes:
One of the most widely occurring cybercrimes is
the “financial crimes” It includes money
laundering, tax-refund crimes, credit card crimes
and other types of financial frauds. In Pakistan,
e-business is suffering deeply because of the
increasing cybercrimes. It is becoming more and
more difficult for companies to maintain counter
methods for such cybercrimes due to deprived
technology, financial issues.
More specifically, the inability of the law
enforcement agencies to help these organizations
reveal
and
punish
the
perpetrators
[13].According to a case filed in 2012, three
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criminals were found to be linked with about
5000 tax-return frauds and the total fraudulent
amount was calculated to be approximately $14
million. Similarly, in another article, it was
revealed that in 2011, IRS missed about $1.5
million tax returns, which were associated with a
tax-refund fraud amounting up to $5.2 billion
(Singleton, 2013). In Wales, about £974million
was lost every year due to financial cybercrimes
[14].
Thus, with the increase in internet access and
electronic media, it is becoming easier for the
cybercriminals to commit financial crimes
through various means and enhancing the
economic burden on the countries in this
process.
3.2. Sexual/Pornographic Crimes:
Another type of cybercrime that is currently
offending the public in Pakistan is the sexual or
pornographic content available openly for the
masses. According to Fafinski [15], the sexual
offenses are increasing at an alarming rate
because the pornographic content has become
easily available on the internet. Furthermore, the
term pornography refers specifically to the
offensive and unethical child pornographic
content as it gives rise to hate speech and minor
stalking [16].
Experts reveal that the Pakistan cybercrime bill
passed in 2016 although addresses that child
pornography itself is an offense, it gives no
mention of what would happen to those who are
behind such schemes and playing a heinous role
in degenerating the society values [17].
3.3. Email Spoofing:
Email spoofing is a crime that leads to hacking.
A person who sends an email from a source
disguised as another source, he/she is
committing email spoofing. It can performed
using a variety of techniques and formats such

as DNS, IP, E-Mail, ARP or Website addresses.
The motive of the cybercriminal attacks the
computer by gaining the IP address.
use the sequence numbers of the electronic
device, change the packet source by making it
appears as if it is arising from the attacked
machine, disable the communications and plant
viruses or backdoor access that would help them
commit similar crimes in the future again [18].
In Pakistan, there is little to no action of the law
enforcement agencies against such cybercrimes
and most of these programs are being
propagated in public using SMS spoofing
method or by sending out fake messages from an
apparently different number [19].
4. Complexities in Resolving Cybercrime
Cases
One of the major problems that occur while
dealing with the cybercrime cases is that
sometimes the crimes occur from across the
borders, that is outside Pakistan and that makes
the matters more confusing so as to decide
which court would take the responsibility to
pursue the case.
Every country has a different law system,
punishments, or methods of dealing with the
cybercrimes; therefore, the second problem
occurs when the sanctions become questionable.
Finally, the most significant is the economic
burden as pursuing such cases involves immense
tiresome digital investigations that require topnotch technologies and equipment. The entire
processes could be cumbersome and highly
expensive, to the point that it might push the
legal
agencies
and
law
enforcement
organizations into oblivion under the economic
burden.
4.1. The International Cyber Laws to
Ease Legal Matters
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A question might arise at this point: “Why is
there a need for a segregated set of laws for
governing the cybercrimes? Why cannot they be
tackled using the existing laws utilized for
resolving cases of similar nature?” The answer
quite succinctly provided by Lunker [20] when
he says that mainly because of the lack of a
centralized regulating system that would monitor
the cyber activities, has it become possible that
the
Internet
has
reached
everywhere
uncontrollably and without limitations.
The methods that used to deal with cybercrimes
are not the same throughout the world. As
expected, the developed countries have realized
by now, how strongly the cybercriminals can
impact and influence the society and endanger
the safety and security of the public.
Consequently, they made it a priority to advance
their legal systems, cyber laws, and jurisdiction
procedures and raise them from subpar to par
excellence
along
with
the
constant
advancements in the field of internet and digital
era.
Considering the example of child pornography,
Europe released the offenses regarding it. They
clearly mention what the terms “minor”
basically mean in terms of age, and furthermore
provide future punishments, including being
deprived of liberty or freedom [21].
In Pakistan, the cybercriminal associated with
child pornography and the dissipation of such
content is merely required paying a fine and that
ends the trial. If the cybercriminals find ways to
avoid capture by using techniques to hide their
identities, the legal system would lose its only
advantage. Thus, it is important to redefine the
cyber laws and punishments for each cybercrime
by considering every aspect and limiting the
paths of escape for criminals.
INTERPOL is an organization designed
specifically to fight the rising cybercrimes

globally, help other nations and territories in
decreasing such terrifying crimes by introducing
better techniques, improved laws, and provide
exceptional opportunities for intelligence and
surveillance.
INTERPOL is basically focused on capacity
building, analysis of the cybercrimes, in-depth
assessment and research about the cybercrimes
and how to counter them, provision of support
and infrastructure that would enable law
enforcement agencies to develop their legal
infrastructure against prevalence of such crimes
and finally, gives advice and informative
methods that can be incorporated in digital
forensics investigations.
If Pakistan’s law enforcement agencies work
diligently along with the INTERPOL’s methods
and procedures, numerous flaws in the cyber
laws can aptly eliminated and justice could be
given properly [22].
Another important problem is to introduce such
cyber laws and methods for evidence extraction
and presentation that would enable proper
handling of the digital data without disrupting or
destroying it. According to international laws,
only the professional forensic experts should be
allowed to handle such delicate evidence so that
their nature and originality could be preserved.
Furthermore, any action performed on the digital
evidence should not, in any way, falsify or
modify the data and if any person is found to be
involved in the destruction of digital evidence
while the device is in their possession, they
should be held responsible [23].
Pakistan’s law enforcement and investigation
agencies should also implement similar rules
and regulations while conducting through digital
evidence inspections so that the data on sensitive
devices could preserved properly so it could be
admissible in the court of law.
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Additionally, Pakistan investigation agencies
should also incorporate the use of forensically
sound technologies that would help to acquire
and analyze the collected digital evidence
without any complications. Experts state that
“forensically sound” refers to the principles that
every little digital data such as images, text or
sounds etc., should not only be preserved as the
exact copy of the original data but should also be
able to authenticate the validity, source, location
and other reliability methods during the copying
process.
This can achieve by utilizing DNA
fingerprinting and other unique forensic
technologies that are being widely used in the
international digital investigations [24]. Such
steps will definitely help the Pakistani
government curb the increasing cybercrimes by
prosecuting the criminals effectively and provide
justice to the public[25].
In the USA federal investigations, a form of
surveillance called Pen/Trap introduced in 2001.
It is rather an effective form of investigation,
especially for computer forensics than the
conventional Wiretap. This gives the
government
authority
to
surveys
the
communication through electronic mediums
including laptops, cell phones, calls, messages
etc.
The information recorded is not the content but
rather the numbers or sources from where the
communication is incoming or outgoing. This
not only preserves the privacy factor, which
often brought up in the court of law [26]. Due to
which several cases are rejected, but is also
easier to get an order for by the judges because it
only requires a statement by the detectives or
investigators
that
the
communication
information may serve vital for the case or
criminal activity investigation.

If Pakistani digital investigation agencies also
utilize or implement this rule, it might give them
an upper hand on the cyber activities and greatly
affect the prosecution methods.
5. Conclusion
Evidently, it is the need of the current times to
propose draft and pass such cyber laws. It would
be befitting the nature of the cybercrime and
would not only narrow down to the mere use of
computer for unlawful purposes but should also
monitor other aspects like sources of illegal
transactions, mediums, members involved in a
cybercrime, and the perpetrators as well as those
who propagate the criminal offences.
In addition, the cybercriminals should not give
an opportunity to bail out, rather, the priority of
the courts should be to see through the case until
the end and punish them as the nature of the
crime demands.
Such cyber laws should design in Pakistan that
cover the legal complications and define the
responsibilities and actions in various cases
pertaining to digital forensics and evidence
preservation. Only then, it is possible to curb
this infectious disease that is prevailing currently
in Pakistan and threatening the safety and
security of the public.
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